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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 
This thesis is concerned with Banach spaces which are modules over 
Banach algebras. If A is a Banach algebra, then by a left (right) 
Banach A-module we mean a Banach space, V, which is a left (right) 
A-module in the algebraic sense, and for which | |av| | <_ | |a[ | | |v| | 
for all a€A and v€V. 
Any Banach algebra A is itself an A-module. Furthermore, if V is a 
left A-module, then V*, the dual space of V, is a right A-module under 
a module multiplication induced by that on V: for a in A and к in V*, 
define ak by ak(v) = k(av) for all veV. Similarly, if V is a right 
A-module, then V* is a left A-module. If A is L.(G) for a locally 
compact group G, then L (G) (1 <. ρ <_ »), C
o
(G) and M(G) are left L ^ G ) -
modules. In each case the module multiplication is convolution. 
For A-modules V and W, an A-multiplier from V to W is a bounded 
linear map from V to W which commutes with module multiplication. 
Hom.(V,W) will denote the Banach space of all A-multipliers from V 
to W, with the operator norm. One of our concerns will be characteriz­
ing multipliers, particularly in case A » L.(G). 
In the first chapter we shall give the definition, construction and 
basic properties of the tensor product of Banach modules as is done 
by M.Rieffel [18]. This definition is quite analoguous to those for 
the algebraic case. The following theorem is very important: if A is 
a Banach algebra, V and W A-modules, and VS.W the A-tensor product 
of V and W then there is a natural isometric isomorphism 
9 
(VeAW)* ¡i НОІІІДС .И*) 
which carries S in ( в W)* to S' in Hom (V.W*) defined by (S'v)(w) = 
s(vew) for aii ν ev, w ew. 
The essential submodule. V , of the A-module V is the closure of the 
e 
linear subspace of V spanned by {av:a€A, v e V } , and V is called 
essential if V = V. In case A is a commutative Banach algebra the 
tensor product VS W is in a natural way an A-module and it is shown that 
V8.W is essential if and only if either V or W is essential. 
In the last section of Chapter 1 we study the tensor product of 
multipliers, in the spirit of a part of Grothendieck's paper [6]. 
Since we will be applying results to the group algebras of locally 
compact groups, we are concerned in Chapter 2 with Banach algebras 
which possess bounded approximate identities. One of the basic facts 
about Banach A-modules is the Factorization Theorem, which says 
that if A has a bounded approximate identity, then the set 
{av:a£A, v€V} is a closed linear subspace of V [10]. Moreover, if 
V is an A-module then there is a natural isometric isomorphism 
А .V ^ V 
A
 =
 e 
which carries а to av (see [18]). The order submodule V of the 
A-module V is the set {v€V:av = 0 for all a 6 A}. We show that when V 
is a reflexive A-module, i.e. V** = V, then V is the vector space sum 
of its essential and its order submodule. We shall conclude Chapter 2 
with a negative answer to a question of Rieffel (see [4] and [18]). 
Chapter 3 deals with L.(G)-modules. For Banach spaces of functions or 
measures on a locally compact group the definition of a multiplier as a 
bounded linear map which commutes with translations is evidently a 
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natural one. Consequently, in the first section we study the relation-
ship between this definition and the original definition of a multi-
plier. In the second section we give some applications of preceding 
theorems; theorems about tensor products of function or measure spaces 
lead to characterizations of the space of multipliers, and conversely. 
We conclude this section with a study of the tensor product 
L (G)@, .„L (G) in case G is compact and Abelian, and the tensor 
·» L.. ^ GJ "= 
product M(G)eT ,_.M(G). 
In Chapter 4 we shall extend Semadeni's definitions [25] of a free, 
a projective and of an injective Banach space to the case of Banach 
A-modules. As in the algebraic case a projective module is a 
generalization of a free module, and its dual is an injective module, 
that means, has the 'extension property'. Free,projective and injective 
modules are studied following a line which has some resemblances with 
Northcott's procedure in [17]. In this connection see also Rodriguez 
[21]. It is shown that every module is a quotient of a projective 
module and every module can be embedded in an injective module. 
The last section is devoted to the case A = L· (G). 
11 
C H A P T E R 1 
PRELIMINARIES 
1.1 Notation 
In this section we explain some of the notation used throughout the 
text. 
All the Banach spaces which we consider are complex Banach spaces. 
The Banach algebra of the complex numbers with the usual norm will be 
denoted by <C. 
If В is a Banach space, then the closed linear subspace spanned by a 
subset X of В is denoted by sp(X). 
If V is a Banach space then V* is the Banach space of all continuous 
linear functionals on V. V* is called the dual space of V. Given 
Banach spaces V and W and a continuous linear map Τ from V to W we 
can define a linear map T* from W* to V* by the formula 
(T*k)(v) = k(Tv) for all б , kCW*. 
T* is called the adjoint of T. 
We denote by Hom_(V,W) the Banach space of all continuous linear maps 
from V to W. 
G will denote an arbitrary locally compact group with left Haar 
measure λ. 
Let ρ be a real number such that 1 <^  ρ < · and let p' = "-— for 
ρ ;* 1 and p ^ » for ρ = 1. L (G) is the Banach space of equivalence 
classes of X-measurable, complex-valued functions f on G such that 
12 
;G|f|p d\ < » and with the norm ||f|| = (^ifiPdX)1/?. L (G) is a UÍ\ - — u a. w i t n т.пв n o r m ι ITI 
Ρ 
Banach algebra with the usual convolution multiplication 
f.g(t) = ;Gf(ts)g(s'
1) dXCs) £,ge L ^ G ) . 
L (G) is called the group algebra of G. 
L (G) is the Banach space of equivalence classes of all bounded, 
λ-measurable, complex-valued functions on G, two functions being 
regarded as equal if they differ only on a locally null set. Let »'= 1. 
Let M(G) denote the Banach algebra of bounded, countably additive 
regular measures on G. We shall often identify L (G) with M (G), the 
closed two-sided ideal consisting of absolutely continuous measures 
in M(G). 
Let C(G) denote the Banach space of all bounded complex valued 
continuous functions on G. С CG) and С (G) denote the subspaces of 
C(G) of functions which vanish at infinity and which have compact 
support, respectively. С CG) and С CG) denote the subspaces 
of CCG) of all right and left uniformly continuous functions on G, 
respectively. In other words, fg С CG) if | fCs) - fCt) | is 
arbitrarily small if st lies in a suitable neighborhood of the 
identity of G. Let С CG) = С, CG) П С CG). 
u 1 u ru 
Let fe L (G) . If ge L (G), 1 .^ ρ f. ">, then the convolution 
f*gCt) = ^ fftsigCs"1) dXCs) 
defines an element of L (g) . If ge L^CG) then f*ge С (G). 
If geC
o
CG) then f*geC
o
(G). 
Let Δ be the modular function of G. Then for feL (G) and yeM(G) 
the convolution formula 
f*v(t) = /gACs'Vcts"1) dy(s) 
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defines an element of L (G). 
We refer the reader to [9] for the precise definitions and the 
elementary properties of the spaces mentioned above. 
1.2 Definitions and examples 
1.2.1 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra. 
An A-module is a Banach space V, together with a map Α χ V -»• V 
(whose value at (a,v) we will denote by av) such that 
(i) (a,v) •+• av is bilinear 
(ii) (ab)v = a(bv) (left A-module) for all a,be A, veV 
or 
(ab)v = b(av) (right A-module) for all a,be A, veV 
(iii) | [av] | <_ ||a|| ||v|| for all ae A, vEV. 
1.2.2 Definition. A submodule U of an A-module V is a closed linear 
subspace U of V such that aueu for all ae A, ueU. 
1.2.3 Remark, (a) All modules over commutative Banach algebras are 
both left and right modules. 
(b) A Banach algebra A is always a left and right A-module with the 
module multiplication taken to be the multiplication in A. 
(c) A Banach space is a I-module with the module multiplication 
taken to be the scalar multiplication. We shall often view a Banach 
space in this way. 
(d) Every closed left ideal of a Banach algebra A is in a natural way 
a left A-module. 
(e) If U is a submodule of an A-module V, then the quotient space 
14 
V/U, with the quotient norm, is in a natural way an A-module. 
(f) If A is a Banach algebra, V a Banach space,then V becomes an 
A-module if we define av = 0 for all a€A, v€V. We call V a trivial 
A-module. 
1.2.4 Definitions. For A-modules V and W, an A-module homomorphism 
(or Α-multiplier) from V to W is a bounded linear operator Τ from 
V to W which satisfies 
T(av) = aT(v) for all a e A, vev. 
We give Τ the operator norm, and we denote the Banach space of 
A-multipliers from V to W by Horn (V.W). 
An Α-isomorphism from V to W is an isometric Α-multiplier from V 
onto W. 
The A-modules V and W are A-isomorphic (denoted by V ^  W) if there 
is an A-isomorphism from V to W. 
1.2.5 Proposition. If A is a Banach algebra, V a left (right) A-module, 
then V*, the dual space of V, is a right (left) A-module if the 
action of A is defined by 
(ak)(v) = k(av) for all aEA, kEV*. v€V. 
In this way we may also define the A-modules V**, V***, etc. 
If we define j v from V to V** by Jv(v)(k) = k(v) for all v€V, 
к eV*.then j
v
 is an isometric A-multiplier. 
V is called reflexive if j
v
 is a surjection. 
In the sequel we are interested in some L (G)-modules. In each case 
the module multiplication is convolution. 
1.2.6 Theorem. Let V be one of the spaces L (G) , 1 <_ ρ <_ », С (G), 
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С (G) or M(G^. Then V is a left L (G)-module under convolution 
(f,v) 4- f*v f€L (G), vev. 
Proof. See ([9];20.13) and ([10];32.16, 32.44). β 
For a complex-valued function f on G let f' be defined by the equation 
f'Cs) = ACs'^fCs"1) sEG 
where Δ is the modular function of G. 
If f ELjCG), then f'e LjCG), HfHj- ||f'|liand (£·)> = f. 
Furthermore, if f,g€L (G) then (f*g) ' = g'*f'. 
1.2.7 Definition. If V is a left (right) L (G)-module, then V is the 
right (left) L.(G)-module, consisting of the Banach space V and the 
module multiplication 
(f,v) -v f-v f eL^G), vev. 
Our module multiplication in L (G), 1 <^  ρ < », and С (G) induce some 
right module multiplication in their dual spaces. Since L ,(0), 
ρ' = -Εγ, and M(G) are Œ-isomorphic to the duals of L (G) and С (G), 
respectively, L ,(G) and M(G) are right L (G)-modules under an 
induced module multiplication. It is verified in [4] that this right 
module multiplication by f is convolution on the left by f', for any 
f in L (G). 
Conversely, the module multiplication in L-(G), 1 <^ ρ < », and 
C"~(G) induce the convolution multiplication in their duals L ,(0) and 
M(G), respectively. 
1.2.8 Summary. We have Ц(G)-isomorphisms 
Lp(G)* ЬіГДС) 1 1 p < - and ρ' -
16 
L (G)* ~ L .(G) 1 < ρ < » and ρ' = -Е^ 
р = ρ
1
 —
 г г
 р-1 
С (G)* ^ M(G) 
" ( G ) * ^ M (G) 
the isomorphisms being natural. 
As in the algebraic case, it is useful to introduce the concept of 
bimodules. 
1.2.9 Definition. If A and В are Banach algebras, then an A-B-bimodule 
is a Banach space V which is simultaneously an A-module and a B-module, 
such that the actions of A and В on V commute, that is, a(bv) = b(av) 
for all ae A, be B, V É V. 
1.2.10 Examples, (a) Let A be a Banach algebra. Then we can view A as 
a left A-module and a right A-module, so that A becomes an A-A-bimodule. 
(b) Let A be a Banach algebra. Let A be the Banach algebra with unit 
of all pairs (a,a) with aC A, oe I and with the norm | | (afai) | | = 
||a|| + |a|. A can be embedded in A in the usual way. We can view 
A as a left A -module and a right A -module, and by restriction as 
u u u 
a left A-module and a right A-module, so that A becomes an A-A-bimodule. 
* ' u 
(c) Let A be a Banach algebra and V an A-module. Then V is in a 
natural way a (t-module and also an A-Œ-bimodule. 
(d) Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and V an A-module. Then V 
V is an A-A-bimodule. 
1.2.11 Proposition. Let A and В be Banach algebras. Let V be an 
A-B-bimodule and W a B-module. 
Then Hom_(V,W) is an A-module if the action of A is defined by 
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(aT) (ν) = T(av) for all ae A, ve V, Te Honig(V,W), 
If V is a left (right) A-module, then HomDCV,W) will be a right 
(left) A-module. 
1.2.IS Note. When we mention results for left (right) A-modules, 
corresponding results for right (left) A-modules can be obtained by 
making the obvious formal changes. 
1.2.13 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be a left 
A-module. Viewing A as an A-A-bimodule, so that Horn,(A ,V) is a 0
 u A u 
left A-module, there is an A-isomorphism 
Нот
д
(A ,V) % V 
Av u = 
in which an element veV corresponds to the operator Τ defined by 
Τ (a,α) = av + αν for all (a,α) CA . 
ν ' u 
Proof. Given ν in V, def ine Τ from A i n t o V by Τ (a,a) = а + av. 
Then Τ енот,(A , ) and 1ІТ II = 1 Ivi I . The r e s t i s obvious. " 
ν A u | | м м м 
1.2.14 Definition. Let A be a Banach a lgebra , 
If V i s an A-module, then {ve V:av = 0 for a l l a e A} i s a submodule 
of V, which we c a l l the order submodule V of V. 
о 
We call V order-free if V = {0}. 
о 
1.2.15 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be an A-module, 
Then the submodule {v€V:k(v) = 0 for all к e (V*) } is equal to 
sp{av:a € A,ν € V}. 
Proof. For a e A, v€V, av is an element of the submodule 
{veV:k(v) = 0 for all k€ (V*) } of V. 
On the other hand, take w€V, w not in sp{av:aeA, veV}. 
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The Hahn-Banach Theorem gives a k 6 V * , k = 0 o n spfaviaeA, v€V} 
and к (w) И 0. Then к ε (ν*) and w is not in {veV:k(v) = 0 for all 
ke(V*)
o
}. 0 
1.2.16 Definition. We call the submodule of Th. 1.2.15 the essential 
submodule V of V. 
e 
V is said to be an essential A-module if V = V. 
e 
The A-module V is essential if and only if V* is order-free. 
For a Banach algebra A with an approximate identity and an A-module V 
we have V П = {0} and (V ) = V (see Cor. 2.1.4). However if 
e о e e e
 J 
A = Œ « <t with the algebra multiplication (α,βΗγ,ό) = (Ο,αγ), 
(α,8)£ Α, (γ,δ)ε A, and with the maximum norm, then for the A-module A 
we have A = A = (0) χ Œ and (A ) = {0}. 
о e е е 
1.2.17 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra, let W be an A-module and 
let V be an essential A-module. Then 
HomA(V,W) = HomA(V,We). 
Proof. Let T€ Hom (V,W) and let ae A and ve V. Then T(av) = a(Tv)e W . 
Therefore Tve W for all veV. β 
1.3 Tensor products of modules 
In this section we study a tensor product theory as has been begun by 
M.Rieffel [18] • The definition and basic properties of the tensor 
product of Banach modules are quite analogous to those for the algebraic 
case (e.g. [17]). 
For the Banach spaces X and Y, we denote by ΧβΥ, the completion of the 
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algebraic tensor product ΧβΥ with respect to the greatest crossnorm 
(e.g. [ Я ] ; def. 2.5). 
1.3.1 Definition. Let X be a Banach space and let V and W be A-modules. 
Bil(ν,Η^Χ) is the Banach space of continuous bilinear maps φ from V χ W 
to X with respect to the norm 
| ІФІ I = inf{r eR:r >_ 0 and | |ф( ,и) | | <_ r| |v| | | |w| [ for all vg V,we w}. 
BilA(V,W;X) is the closed subspace of BilCV,W;X) consisting of maps 
φ which are Α-balanced :φ (av.w) = φ(v,aw) for all a£ A, ve V, we W. 
1.3.2 Proposition. Let X be a Banach space and let V and W be 
A-modules. Then the following natural maps are Œ-isomorphisms: 
Bil(V,W;X) 2L Нот^ .Нолід.СИ.Х)) ^  Ηοπ^ίΗ,Ηοπι^ν,χ;)) 
BilA(V,W;X) ^HomA(V,Hom([:(W,X)) ^ HomA(W,Hoinc (V,X)) . 
1.3.3 Definition. An Α-tensor product of A-modules V and W is a pair 
(Υ,ψ) consisting of a Banach space Y and a map ψ e Bil.(V,W;Y) with 
sp{i|i(v,w) :v e V, w £ W} = Y, such that (Υ,ψ) has the following universal 
property: for every Banach space X and every φ€ Bil.fV.WjX) there is 
a (necessarily unique) T€ Hom (Y,X) such that Τψ = φ and | |τ| | = ||φ||. 
Two facts are to be shown: existence of such a pair (Υ,ψ) and 
uniqueness. 
1.3.4 Theorem. If A = I and the module multiplication is the scalar 
multiplication then we can take for the pair (Υ,ψ) in Def. 1.3.3 
(Vêw,9) 
where θ is the associated bounded bilinear function from V χ W into 
vew. 
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I f X i s a Banach space, then we have a I-isomorphism 
HoiDj. (Véw, X) -ъ Hom (V, Hom (W, X) ) 
T e Hom^CVêw.X) corresponds to Se Ноп^С .Нот (W.X)) 
defined by S(v)(w) = T(v9w) for a l l v e v , wCW. 
Proof. See ( [ 2 s ] ; 2 0 . 1 . 1 0 . ) . " 
We now show how to construct a tensor product for any two A-modules 
V and W. So we are looking for a Banach space Y with 
BilA(V,W;X) ^Honij.CY.X) for every Banach space X. Therefore for X = С 
Y* i, ВіІдС .И;!) ^  Нот CV.W*) с Нот (V,W*) ^  (Vêw) * 
If ТеНот (V.W*), then Τ corresponds to t e (vêw)* via the formula 
CTv)(w) = t-Cvew) for all veV, we W. 
If Τ is an Α-multiplier, then TCav) = a (Tv) so 
(T(av))(w) = (a(Tv))(w) = (Tv) (aw) . 
Looking at the tensor product setting, we have 
tT(av6w) = tT(v9aw), so the kernel of t- contains K, where 
К = sp{av9w - veaw:ae A, ve V, we W}. 
On the other hand, if the kernel of t contains К then Τ must be an 
A-multiplier, as the above process is reversible. Thus the A-multipliers 
from V to W* may be identified with the dual of the quotient Banach 
space (VeW)/K. 
In view of this we have 
1.3.5 Definition. If V and W are A-modules then W is defined to be 
the quotient Banach space (VeW)/K, where К = spíavew - v9aw:ae A, 
vev, wew). 
Given veV, w e W we will write ви for v9w + K. 
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So avow = а / for all aC A, v£ V, w € W . 
It was shown by Grothendieck ([6]; 52, n" 1, Th. 1) that every element 
χ of vêw has an expansion of the form χ = I v.9w.,v.€ V, w.6 W, where 
Σ I|v.I I 1|w.1 I < «. It follows now that every element of Ve.W also 
21 ι ι ' · ι ' ι ' > J A 
has such an expansion. 
1.3.6 Theorem. Let V and W be A-modules. 
1. If Y = в W and ψ is defined by iKv.w) = vow, v£ V, we W, then 
(Υ,ψ) is an A-tensor product of V and W. 
2. If (Υ,ψ) is an Α-tensor product of V and W, and if Υ φ{0}, then 
I M I = ι. 
3. If (Υ,ψ) and (Υ',ψ') are two A-tensor products of V and W, then 
there is a Œ-isomorphism J from Y' to Y such that ψ = Ji|;' . 
4. There is a C-isomorphism from V8.W onto WS.V which carries 
v£w to w9v for all ν eV, we W. 
Proof. See ([18]; 2.3.-2.7.). " 
1.3.7 Proposition. Let U.U-.V and V be A-modules and let SE Kom (U.U ) 
and T E HomA(V,V ). Then there is a unique operator 5βΤ from ив. to 
υ.β V such that (SST) (ив ) = (Su)e(Tv) for all u€ U, v€V. Further-
more Mserll <||s[| ||т||. 
If U. and V. are A-modules and if S, e Hom. (U. ,U0) and T.G Horn. (V, ,V-) 2 2 1 A 1 2 1 A 1 2 
then (S βΤ KSOT) = (S 5)8(^1). 
As in the algebraic case, there is a relation between tensor products 
and bimodules. 
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1.3.8 Theorem. If A and В are Banach algebras, if V is an A-B-bimodule 
and if W is a B-module, then _ ' is an A-module if the action of A 
D 
is defined by 
а( м) = (а ) for all aE A, vg V, w€ W. 
If V is a left (right) A-module then в W is a left (right) A-module. 
в 
Proof. Let a £ A. By Prop. 1.3.7 there exists a bounded linear operator 
Τ from в W to в W such that Τ (vew) = avSw for all vEV, w€W. 
Define the module multiplication from Α χ ( W) to VeDW by 
(a,x) ->• Τ (χ) for all aG A, χ € в W. This map has the required 
properties. β 
1.3.9 Theorem. Let V be a left A-module. Viewing A as an A-A-bimodule, 
so that Α β,ν is a left A-module, there is an A-isomorphism 
A . -v V 
u A = 
in which (а)о)в in A в. corresponds to av + αν in V. 
Proof. If ψ is the map ((a,oi),v) -»• av + αν from Α χ V to V then 
φ € Bil.(A ,V;V). We show that ( ,ф) has the universal tensor product 
A U 
property. Let X be a Banach space and let феВі1
д
(А ,V;X). Define Τ 
from V to X by Tv = φ((0,1) ,v) for all v€ V. Then Τψ = φ so | |φ| | = 
Ι Ι
Τ
ΨI I i I ITI I . because | | ψ | | <_ 1. But if ν € V then | | Tv | | = 
I ІФ((0,1) ,v) | | <_ | |φ| | | |v| | . So | |τ| | = | |φ| | . It is obvious that the 
C-isomorphism A . ^ V is an A-multiplier. 0 
As in the algebraic case, the tensor product of modules has the 
following associativity property. 
1.3.10 Proposition. If A and В are Banach algebras, and if V is an 
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A-module, W is an A-B-bimodule and U is a B-module, then there is a 
natural ï-isomorphism 
veA(weBu) i (veAw)eBu 
which carries ( ви) to ( ы)ви. 
1.3.11 Theorem. If A and В are Banach algebras, and if W is an A-module, 
V is an A-B-bimodule and U is a B-module, then there is a C-isomorphism 
HomB(VeAW,U) ^HomACW,HomBCV,U)) 
теНот ( в W.U) corresponds to ЗеНотЛИ.Нот (V.U)) defined by 
(SwHv) = T(vew) for all w€ W, vEV. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that for the algebraic case. " 
The next corollary plays a fundamental role in later sections. 
1.3.12 Corollary. If V and W are A-modules, then there is a Œ-isomor-
phism 
(.М9.Щ* 2i НотД .И*) . 
1.3.13 Definition. By the A-module С we mean the Banach space Œ with 
the trivial module structure. 
С is now an A-A-bimodule, so if V is an A-module then .ІС is by 
о А о
 J 
Th. 1.3.8 an A-module, a trivial A-module. 
1.3.14 Theorem. If V is an A-module, then there is an A-isomorphism 
9Л ^ V/V 
А о = e 
where νβα corresponds to αν + V . 
Proof. By definition в С =( вС)/5р{а а:а e A, veV, aei}. Moreover 
there is a C-isomorphism вІ ^  V in which νθα corresponds to av. This 
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completes the proof. " 
By the associativity property for tensor products, Th. 1.3.14 and the 
A-isomorphism Ι β.I ^ Œ we derive r
 о А о = о 
1.3.15 Corollary. Let V and W be A-modules. There are natural 
C-isomorphisms 
CV/V )β W ъ в.(W/W ) % (V/V )β. (W/W ) ъ (V/V )ê(W/W ). 
e A A e e A e e e 
''.3.16 Theorem. Let V be an A-module. There is a I-isomorphism 
CV/Ve)* ¡v (V*) Q 
S € (V/V )* corresponds to Τ € (V*) defined by T(v) = S(v + V ) for all 
ν ev. 
Proof. There a re C-isomorphisms 
(v/v
e
)* i СУв
А
в:
о
)* bHomA(v,ta:o)*î ^HomA(V,Œo) = (V*)o . 
The final correspondence is the one mentioned. β 
1.3.17 Theorem. Let A and В be Banach algebras, let V be an 
A-B-bimodule and let W be an A-module. 
If V „ is the essential submodule of the B-module V, if (Ve.W) is 
eB A e 
the essential submodule of the B-module W and if [Hom.(V,W)] is 
the order submodule of the B-module Hom.(V,W) then there is 
(i) a C-isomorphism 
(veAw)/cveAH)e 2i (v/veB)eAw 
which carries (vow) + ( в W) to (v + V
 B)8w. 
(ii) a C-isomorphism 
[HomA(V,W)]o 1 HomA(V/VeB,W) 
which carries S in [Horn (V,W)] to Τ in Horn (V/V .W) defined by 
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T(v + V „) = S(v) for a l l v6 V. 
ν eB' v ' 
Proof, ( i ) There a re (T-isomorphisms 
(veAw)/(veAw)e ί ΐ ο β Β (νβ Α ϊ ΐ ) i (coeBv)eAw ^ Cv/veB)eAw 
(ii) There are C-isomorphisms 
[HomACV,W)]o 2i HomB(a:o,HomA(V,W)) a, HomA( ^ , W ) ^  HomA(V/VeB,W) .
 0 
1.3.18 Corollary. If V is essential as a B-module then .К is an 
essential B-module and Hom (V,W) i
s a n
 order-free B-module. 
In the abelian case we now obtain a nice characterization whether the 
tensor product is essential or not. 
Remark that in the abelian case the tensor product and the multiplier 
space of two A-modules are A-modules themselves, because an A-module 
is also an A-A-bimodule. 
1.3.19 Theorem. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra and let V and W 
be A-modules. Then there is 
(i) a natural Œ-isomorphism 
CveAw)/(veAw)e ь (v/ve)è(w/we) 
(ii) a natural Œ-isomorphism 
[HomA(V,W)]o 2¿Hom(I.(V/Ve,Wo) 
Proof, (i.) There are d-isomorphisms 
(Ve.W)/(Ve W) ^ (V/V )β W ^ [V/V )e(W/W ) , see Cor. 1.3.15. 
(ii) There are (f-isomorphisms 
[HomA(V,W)]o Ь HomA(V/Ve,W) Ä HomA(V/Ve,Wo) ^  Homc(V/Ve,Wo) . 0 
2.3.20 Corollary. If A is a commutative Banach algebra and if V and W 
are A-modules then 
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(i) W is an essential A-module if and only if either V is 
essential or W is essential. 
(ii) Honi,(V,W) is an order-free A-module if and only if either V 
is essential or W is order-free. 
In the algebraic case tensor products commute with direct sums. We now 
state the analogous result for the tensor product we have defined. We 
first define what is meant by a direct product and direct sum of 
A-modules. 
1.3.21 Definition. If {V.}. is a family of Banach spaces (where I is 
an arbitrary indexing set), then the direct product of {V.K, JIV., is 
the Banach space of all functions f from I to U V. which assign to each 
i £ I an element f. e V. , such that | |f| | = sup { | |f. | | :І6 Π is finite. 
The direct sum of {V.}., ., is the Banach space of all functions g 
from I to U V. which assign to each ie I an element g. £ V., such that 
IIEII = ς í l l g j h i ei) is finite. 
If each V. is a left A-module, then П . and 9V. become a left A-module 
ι 1 1 
in the obvious way. The same for right A-modules. 
With the usual coordinate projections and embeddings, П . and 9V. are 
the direct product and direct sum, respectively, in the category of 
Banach A-modules and A-multipliers which are contractions (i.e. of norm 
less than or equal to 1). 
As in the Banach space case we have 
1.3.22 Propoeition. If {V.K is a family of A-modules, then there is a 
natural A-isomorphism 
(в
 і
) * ^П(У.*). 
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One proves as in the algebraic case 
1.3.23 Proposition. If {V.}, is a family of A-modules and if W is an 
A-module then there is a natural Œ-isomorphism 
1.4 Tensor Products of Multipliers 
Grothendieck ([6]; §1. n" 2) and Schatten ([24]; Ch. III.7) have given 
some properties of the tensor product of two continuous linear operators 
of Banach spaces. In this section we shall investigate the tensor 
product of two module homomorphisms. Specializing to the case A = Œ 
from our theorems one recaptures the ones proved by Grothendieck and 
Schatten. 
In this section A denotes a Banach algebra. 
U1,U_,V1 and V. are A-modules. 
S. is an A-multiplier from U. to V.(i = 1,2), so by Prop. 1.3.7 
S,es_ is a continuous linear map from U.e.U. to .в. «. 
1 2 1 A 2 1 A 2 
1.4.1 Definition. Let Τ be a continuous linear map from a Banach space 
X to a Banach space Y. 
Τ is called a quotient map if Τ is a surjection and if for every y€Y 
we have ||y|| = inf {||χ||: χ ε X and Tx = y}. 
Recall that Τ is a homeomorphism if Τ is an injection and the range of 
Τ is closed ih Y. 
1.4.2 Theorem. Let the A-multipliers S and S be surjections. Then: 
(i) ^i®^9 ^ s a surjection. 
(іь) The kernel of S «S is identical to 
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sp{u Su :u € U , u e U, and either S u = 0 or Su. = 0}. 
Hence, if S and S are injections, then 3,85 is an injection. 
(iii) If S. and S_ are quotient maps, then S 85_ is a quotient map. 
Proof, (i) The adjoint £5,85.)* of S 85 is a continuous linear map 
from (
 1 в А 2 ) * to (U^^J* such that (tSjeSj)*!) С^ви^ = T f S ^ ^ S ^ ) 
for a l l Т б О ^ в д ) * , U J E U J , u 2 € U 2 . 
The range of (5.85.)* is identical to 
{Re (UieAU2)*:RCu18u ) = 0 whenever Uj^eu^ u €U and either 
S1u1 = 0 or S2u2 = 0}. 
To see t h i s l e t Re ( υ , β . υ ρ * such t h a t RCu »u ) = 0 i f S u = 0 or 
S u 2 = 0. Define φ from V χ V t o Œ by φ(ν ν ) = R(u в и . ) , where 
u.eLf. i s such t h a t v. = S . u . , ( i = 1,2). The as soc ia ted map S. , of S., 
1 1 1 1 1 r i' i' 
from U./Ker S. to V. has a continuous i n v e r s e . Hence i f v. Ρ V. then 
1 1 1 1 1 
there exists u. e U. such that | |u. | | <_ 2| |S."1v. | | <_ 2| Is."1] | | |v. | | . 
This implies Φ is continuous, because 
ІФО ^ І = iRCu^)! ι | |R | | г Ц ^ 1 ! ! Ц ^ І г\\12-1\\ | | v 2 | | . 
Moreover фб Bil.(V1,V_;C). By the universal tensor product property we 
have Τ€ ( . . .,)* such that Τ (S.u. 85 .u.,) = RCuieu-) for all u, € U. , 1 A 2 1 1 2 2 1 2 1 1 
u eu . Hence (5 85 )*T = R and R is in the range of (S SSJ*. On the 
other hand, let T€ (V Θ V )* and let u1€ U. and u e U such that 
S1u1 = 0 or S2u2 = 0. Then ((SieS2)*T) (і^  и^ = T(S1uieS2u2) = 0. 
Thus the range of (5.85^)* has the property mentioned above. 
This implies that the rang of (5^5 )* is weak*- closed and so the 
range of S..8S. is closed. Moreover, (S..eS.)* is an injection so the 
range of S 85- is dense in V . -. Therefore, the range of S 85. is 
1 А 2· 
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(ii) If we define К by 
К
0
 = sp{u «u :u € U , u e U and either S u = 0 or S ja = 0} 
then the range of (S^S )* is {Re (U β U )*:R = 0 on K0}. 
It is obvious that the kernel of S.es. is identical to 
{UÈ U β U :RCu) = 0 for all R in the range of [S 85 )*}. 
So К is contained in the kernel of S BS . On the other hand, suppose 
ueu β U u^K 0. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there exists Ρ e (U β м )* 
such that Ρ = 0 on К0 and P(u) t 0. Then Ρ is in the range of (S 8S )* 
and so u is not in the kernel of S BS.. Hence, К is identical to the 
kernel of S 85 . 
( i i i ) Finally, suppose that S1 and S_ are quotient maps. If Те ^У-^гУ-о* 
then | | ( S i e S 2 ) * T | | = sup{ T ^ 1 U 1 8 S 2 U 2 ^ I : u e ^ . u φ 0, u 2 e u 2 , u 2 φ 0} 
IVI I IV 
ІТС ^  .) 
s u p { uv^yi . V i e V i t V i φ 0 j v ^ v^v^ φ 0 } = | |T| 
JVjII ||v 2 l l 
Thus (S^S.)* is an isometry. Moreover S..8S7 is a surjection, so 
S 8S is a quotient map. " 
1.4.Ζ Remark. Grothendieck C[6]; prop. 3) does not seem to need the 
condition 'S and S^ , are surjections' in Th. 1.4.2 (ii) in case A = С 
However, the tensor product of two infective module homomorphisms need 
not to be an injection. To see this let G be a discrete, non-compact 
group and let S be the embedding from L.(G) into L-(G) and let Τ be the 
identity map of L (G). Then S and Τ are injective Ц(G)-multipliers. 
It follows now from Cor. 2.1.17 and Cor. 3.2.5 that SST is a map from 
L,(G) to {0} and so SST is not an injection. 
1.4.4 Theorem, (i) 5,85 is a homeomorphism if and only if for every 
R eHonyCU .U*) there exists TeHom (V ,V *) such that R = 5*13. 
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(ii) SieS9 is an isometry if and only if for every R€ Hom (U. ,υ *) 
there exists Te Hom.(V^V *) such that R = S *TS and ||R|| = | |τ| | . 
Proof. By COT. 1.3.12 we may view (S 85-)* as a map from Hom (V-.V*) 
to HoinA(U1,U2*) such that [5^52)*! = S2*TS1 for all Te HomA(V V2*) . 
S.eS- is a homeomorphism if and only if (S.es )* is a surjection. 
SjSS is an isometry if and only if for every Re Hom (U,.U-*) there 
exists T€ HomA(V1,V2*) such that (S^S )*T = R and ||т|| = ||R||. 
That is what we wanted to prove. 0 
1.4. S Notation. Let U be an A-module. Then j is the isometric 
A-multiplier from U into U** defined by (j..Cu))(k) = k(u) for all 
u€ U, ke U*. id is the identity map of U. 
1.4.6 Theorem. Let S and S7 be homeomorphisms. 
If there exist A-multipliers P. from V. onto U. such that P.S. = id,, r
 ι ι ι ι ι U. 
ι 
(i = 1,2), then 5,85- is a homeomorphism and there exists a continuous 
linear map Ρ from V вд
 2 onto U β U such that P(S ЗЛ = id 
1 A 2 
If S. is an isometry and ||P.|| = 1(i = 1,2) then S BS- is an isometry 
a n d 1 ΙΡ I I < 1. 
Proof. Let P. be A-mul t ip l ie r from V. onto U. such t h a t P.S. = id,, 
• ' i r 1 1 1 1 U . 
ι 
( i = 1,2) and l e t R e H o n y Q ^ . l ^ * ) . Define Τ by Τ = P , * ^ · T h e n 
T€HoinA(V ,V2*) and R = S^TSj . By Th. 1.4.4 S «S i s a homeomorphism. 
Define Ρ = Ρ,βΡ-, Then Ρ i s a continuous map from , в , . onto υ , β . υ . 
1 2 r 1 A 2 1 A 2 
such that P(S1uieS u2) = и1ви2 for all u ^ U , u2e U,. Thus P(S SS ) = 
' V A V 
If S. is an isometry and ||P.|| = l(i = 1,2) then | |P| | <_ 1 and | |u| | = 
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» I I (P(SieS2))u| |<_|] (S^S^ul | < | |u| | for all ue UieAU2. Hence 
S^S, is an isometry. 0 
1.4.7 Corollary. Let U be a submodule of the A-module V such that 
there exists P€Hom (U**,U) with Pj.. = id... Let S be the embedding 
from U into V. Then S8id is a homeomorphism from US U* to в U* if 
and only if there is a Q€ Horn (V,U) such that QS = id . 
A U 
If ||P|| = 1, then SSid is an isometry if and only if ||Q|| = 1. 
Proof. Suppose SSid is a homeomorphism [isometry]. By Th. 1.4.4 we 
know that there is a Te Hom.(V.U**) such that j = TS [and ||т|| = 1 ] . 
A U 
Define Q = PT, then Q has the required properties. The converse is 
obtained by Th. 1.4.6. 
1.4.8 Remark. By Cor. 1.4.7 we see that even for A = (C.S es. is not 
necessarily an isometry or homeomorphism when S1 and S are isometries, 
because there exist reflexive Banach spaces with subspaces such that 
there is no projection onto the subspace [16]. 
1.4.9 Corollary. Let U and W be A-modules, Then j.-Bid... is an isometry 
U η 
from Ue.W to U**eAW. A A 
This means that the condition in Cor. 1.4.7, the existence of 
Ρ £HomA(U**,U) such that Pj.. = id.., is not superfluous. 
Proof. Let R еНот (W.U*) . Define Τ = j ^ R . Then Τ eHom (W,U***), 
CJ
n
)* T = R and ||T|| = MR!!. But then we fulfil the condition of 
Th. 1.4.4. (ii). β 
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Another corollary of 1.4.4 is 
1.4.10 Corollary. Let U and V be A-modules and let T€ Hom (U*,V) such 
that Teid.. is a homeomorphisra from υ*Θ.ΙΙ to .І). Then there exists 
P£ Hom (V,U*) such that PT = id..* and so Τ is a homeomorphism. 
If ||τ|| = 1 and Tflid is an isometry, then ||P|| = 1 and Τ is an 
isometry. 
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C H A P T E R 2 
MODULES OVER BANACH ALGEBRAS WITH APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES 
2.1 General properties 
Since we want to apply results to the group algebras of locally 
compact groups, we will be particularly concerned with Banach algebras 
which possess bounded approximate identities. 
II·! THIS SECTION A DENOTES A BANACH ALGEBRA WITH AN APPROXIMATE IDENTITY. 
2.1.1 Definition. An approximate identity for A is a net, (е.)т (where 
J is a directed set) of elements of A, having the property that 
lim. e.a = a, lim. ae. = a for all a€ A, and I Ie.I I < 1 for all i ε J. 
It is well known that the group algebra, L.CG), of any locally compact 
group G possesses an approximate identity. 
The following theorem, which is originally due to P.Cohen [3], plays a 
significant role in this section. 
2.1.2 Theorem. Let (е.). be an approximate identity for A and let V be 
an A-module. If v6V and lim. e.ν = ν, then ν can be factored, i.e. 
J J 
there are aGA and w£V such that ν = aw. 
Proof. See e.g. ([10]; 32.22). 0 
For Banach algebras with approximate identities we have now other 
equivalent formulations for the definition (1.2.16) of the essential 
submodule, V , of V. 
e' 
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2.1.3 Theorem. Let (е.). be an approximate identity for A and let V be 
J -J 
an A-module. Then V = {av:a€ A,v€ V} = {v€ V:lini. e.v = v } . 
e ] J 
Proof. {v€V: l im . e.v = v} i s a submodule of V, which i s equal to 
{ a v : a e A , v € V } by Th. 2 . 1 . 2 . " 
2.1.4 Corollary. If V i s an A-module, then 
1. A = {ab :ae A . b e A } . 
2. The intersection of V and V is {0}. 
e о 
3. The A-module V/V is order-free. 
о 
4. The A-module V is essential. 
e 
5. If W is a submodule of V then W = Wn V . 
e e 
2.2.5 Theorem. ([18]; th. 4.4). Let V be a left A-module. Viewing A as 
an A-A-bimodule, so that Ав. is a left A-module, there is an 
A-isomorphism 
Ав
л
 л, V 
A — e 
which carries а to av. 
Proof. If фіз the map (a,v) •* av from Α χ V into V then ψ ε Β ϋ (A,V;V ) 
and ||ψ|| <_ 1. We show that (V ,ψ) has the universal tensor product 
property. Let X be a Banach space and let ф€ві1 (A,V;X). Take v€V . 
There exist a € A and wGV such that ν = aw. Let (e.) T be an approximate 
identity for A. Then ф(а,ы) = lim. ф(е.а,и) = lim. ф(е.,аы) = 
lim. ф(е., ). Thus, we can define a linear map Τ from V to X by 
J J e 
Tv = lim.
 Φ
(
β
.,ν) for all v6 V,. Then T(av) = ф(а, ) so Τψ = φ and 
||Tv|| = lim. ||фСе., )|| <_ ||ф|| || ||. Therefore ||т|| - ||ф||. β 
Hence, by the associativity property of the tensor product we have 
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2.1.6 Corollary. If V is a left A-module and W is a right A-module 
then there are natural ([-isomorphisms 
ve.w ·\, V e.w % V e.w . 
A e " eA = e A e 
2.1.7 Theorem. Let A and В be Banach algebras, A with an approximate 
identity, let V be an A-B-bimodule and let W be a B-module. If 
(Ve
n
W) is the essential submodule of the A-module Ve„W and if V . is 
В
 y
e В eA 
the essential submodule of the A-module V, then there is a (C-isomorph ism 
(VeDW) τ- V .8DW 
В
 J
 e = eA В 
which carries a(vew) in ( в W) to (av^ Sw in V
 A®RW. 
Proof. There are Œ-isomorphisms 
(Ve„W) ^ Ав
А
( в W) -ъ (Ав
А
 )в W ^  V
 AenW.
 0 
B ' e = А В 3 А В = eA В 
2.1.8 Corollary. Let A be a commutative Banach algebra with an 
approximate identity and let V and W be A-modules. Then there are 
natural A-isomorphisms 
A e = eA = A e = e A e 
2.1.9 Remark. An example of a Banach algebra В and a B-module V for 
which it is not true that Ββ V y_ V is the following: 
В e 
If В is the Banach algebra consisting of the Banach space I with the 
zero-multiplication, then ΒΘ В is Œ-isomorphic to 1. However the 
о 
essential submodule of В is {0}. 
2.1.10 Theorem. Let W be a submodule of the A-module V. Then there is 
an A-isomorphism 
V w
e
 ΐ, CV/w)
e 
in which ν + W in V /W corresponds to ν + W in (V/W) . 
e e e e 
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Thus, ν •+• ν + V i s an Α-isomorphism from V t o (V/V ) . 
' о
 r
 e o
J
e 
Proof. We only prove the n o n - t r i v i a l p a r t | | v + W | | = | | v + W | | 
for a l l v€V . If v€V , wEW and i f ( е . ) . i s an approximate i d e n t i t y 
for A then 
| | v + W | | < _ | | v + W | | < _ l im. in f { | |v + e.w| I - | | e . v - v | | } <_ 
| | e . v + e . w | | <^  | | v + w | | for a l l j e J . Therefore | |v + W|| = 
I I · + we||. ο 
2.1.11 Definition. Let U and W be submodules of the A-module V. Then 
V = U + W means that every element ν in V can be written in exactly 
one way as u + w, where u€ U and we W. 
2.1.12 Proposition. Let (e.)T be an approximate identity for A and let 
V be an A-module. V = V + V if and only if there exists a projection 
Ρ from V onto V such that Ρ is an A-multiplier. In this situation we 
e
 r 
have Pv = lim. e.ν, for all ve V, 1 ІРІ I < 1 and the map ν •* ν + V 
j J » Μ ι ι _ f
 0 
is an A-isomorphism from V to V/V . 
The next theorem describes the module structure of a certain class of 
modules. 
2.1.13 Theorem. Let V be an A-module. If there exists an A-module U and 
an A-isomorphism V л, и*, then V = V + V . r
 e = e о 
Proof. U* is an essential, so an order-free A-module. Hence U is an 
essential A-module {see 1.2.16). Therefore, when I is the embedding 
from V into V, then by Cor. 2.1.6 leid., is a Œ-isomorph ism from 
V β υ to .ІІ. By Cor. 1.4.10 there exists a projection Ρ from V onto 
V such that Ρ is an Α-multiplier. Hence V = V + V . 0 
e
 r
 e о 
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2.1.14 Corollary. Let V be an A-module. Then 
(ii If V is reflexive then V = V + V . v J
 e о 
Hence reflexive order-free A-modules are essential. 
(ii) If V is a Hilbert space then V is the Hilbert space sum of V 
and V . 
о 
Proof, (i) is a n immediate consequence of Th. 2.1.13. 
(ii) Suppose V is a Hilbert space. Let v€ V. Then ν = ν + ν , with 
ν € V and ν € V . ν is a best-approximation of ν in V . because 
e e о о о
 г г
 о 
ν Ρ V and I|v - ν M < Ι|v + w II for all w e V by Prop. 2.1.12. 
o ^ o '' о'' — '' о
11
 o o
 r 
But in a Hilbert space there is a unique best-approximation and 
ν - ν is orthogonal to V . If Ρ is the projection from V onto V then 
o o
 r
 о 
the kernel of Ρ is equal to {v€ V:v = 0}. But {v£V:v = 0} = n
 о о 
{ν ev:v = ν } = V . Therefore V is the Hilbert space sum of V and V . 
е е
 r
 e о 
2.1. IS Theorem. L (G), 1 <_ ρ < », С CG) and С CG) are essential 
L.CG)-modules. The essential submodule of L CG) is С CG) and the 1 V J » r u 
essential submodule of M(G) is L (G). 
Ofcourse similar statements hold for L~CG) ."CG) ,C CG) and M(G). 
Proof. With the aid of Th. 2.1.3 we only have to show that e.g. 
{f*g:f CLjCG) ,g €L (G)} is dense in L CG) if ρ < ». However, for 
these facts see C[9]; 20.IS) and ([10]; 32.44, 32.45). For M(G), 
remark that the Banach algebra M(G) has an identity element 5, so 
f*6 = f for all f €L (G) . β 
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2.1.16 Remark. For L (G)-modules V and W we will write в W and 
HomL(V,W) instead of ve L „.W and Ηοπγ „^(V.W), respectively. 
2.1.17. Corollary. Let 1 <_ ρ < ». By Th. 2.1.5 and Th. 2.1.15 we have 
the L1(G)-isomorphisms 
L, (G)eLLp(G) bLpCG) 
(G)eLLœ(G) ìC r u(G) 
(G)eLCo(G) ^C o(G) 
(G)eTC (G) ^ С (G) 
^ ^ L r u ^ = ru^ ' 
(G)eLM(G) i ^ C G ) 
CG)» L (G) t L
n
(G) 
L· ρ ρ 
(G)eL!r(G) a, C^(G) 
(GieLr"CG) ^C^(G) (G^e.C (G) ъ С (G) v
 J
 L ru 4 ' — τ\χν ' 
(G)eLM(G) bL]"(G) 
Remark that for non-discrete G the L (G)-modules L^CG)* and M(G)* are 
not order-free, because L (G) and M(G) are not essential. 
2.1.18 Proposition. For left L.(G)-modules V and W there is a natural 
([-isomorphism 
ve.w ъ в W. 
Hence there is a C-isomorphism L1 (С) V ^ which carries fSv to f'v. 
Now we want to investigate the correspondence between the A-module V 
and Hom A(A,V). 
Let us first remark that it is not always necessary to verify the 
linearity and continuity of an operator which commutes with module 
multiplication. 
2.1.19 Theorem. If Τ is a map from A into the left A-module V such 
that T(ab) = aT(b) for all a,b€A, then Τ is a bounded linear operator. 
Proof. See [19] . 
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2.1.20 Theorem. Let V be a left A-module. Viewing A as an A-A-bimodule, 
so that Hom (A,V) is an order-free left A-module, the map F from V in-
to Hom (A,V) defined by (Fv) (a) = av for all vev, a £ A, has the 
following properties: 
(i) F is an A-multiplier. 
(ii) F is an injection if and only if V is order-free. 
(iii) If V is essential then F is an isometry. 
(iv) The restriction of F to V is an A-isomorphism 
from V to (Hom (A,V)) . 
Proof. The proof of Ci) and (ü) is a straightforward calculation. To 
prove (iii), let (e.)T be an approximate identity for A and let v€V. 
Then ||v|| >_ ||Fv|| = sup{||av||:a
€
A,||a|| < 1} > lim. ||e.v|| = ||v||. 
Now we prove (iv). Since V is essential F maps V into (Horn (A,V)) 
and by (iii) this restriction is an isometry. To show that F maps V 
onto (Horn (A,V)) , let Te (Hom (A,V)) . Then there exist a€A and 
SEHom (A,V) such that Τ = aS. Thus for all beA we have F(Sa)(b) = 
b(Sa) = S(ba) = (aS) (b) = T(b). Consequently, Τ = F(Sa). Since A is 
factorable, there are a a EA such that a = a ^ . Then Τ = F(S(a a.)) 
= F (a. S (a )) eF(V ), which is what we had to prove. 0 
We come now to a very useful result concerning multipliers. 
2.1.21 Theorem. Let V be a right A-module. Viewing A as an A-A-bimodule, 
so that Horn (A,V*) is a left A-module, there are A-isomorphisms 
V*/(V*) ~ (V )* 2ί HomA(A,V*) 
where к + (V*) eV*/(V*) , 1 e (V )* and TEHom (A,V*) correspond to 
each other if keV*, 1 is the restriction of к to V and (Та) (v) = 1 (av) 
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for all а€А, v€V. 
Proof. It is obvious that the Α-multiplier V*/(V*) •*• (V }* is an in­
jection. Suppose 1 e (V )*. Extend 1 to к € V* such that ||l|| = ||k||. 
Then for all ^0^QJ*)0 ||k • (V*)o|| i | |k| | = | |l | | < | ]k + ko| |, 
because 1 is the restriction of к + к to V . Hence I Ik + (V*) I I = 
o e
 M v
 -Ό' ' 
||l|| and the A-multiplier */(У") -*• (У )* is an A-isomorphism. 
To prove the second correspondence, consider the (Г-isomorphisms 
(V )* 2L (Αβ,ν)* ^  Hom (A,V*) . c 
2.1.22 Corollary. Let V an essential A-module. Then the map F defined 
by (Fk) (a) = ak, keV*,aeA, is an Α-isomorphism from V* to Hom.(A,V*). 
We now show that for an essential A-module V the map F mentioned in 
Th. 2.1.20 does not have to be an Α-isomorphism from V to Hom.(A,V). 
2.1.23 Theorem. [26]. Viewing L (G) as both a left and right 
L (G)-module, so that Hom (L (G), L.(G)) is a left L1(G)-module and 
Hom.(L (G), L~(G)) is a right L.(G)-module, there are L. (G)-isomorphisms 
Homj^CL^GJ.L^G)) 24 M(G) and 
H O B L ( L 1 ( G ) , L 1 ( G ) ) iM(G) 
y€M(G) corresponds to TE Horn (L (G) ,L (G)) defined by Tf = ί*μ, for 
L i . L 
a l l f e L, (G). v€M(G) corresponds to Se Hom. CL, (G) » LTÇG)) defined by 
Sf = Ρ * ν , for a l l f e L 1 (G) . 
Proof. By 1.2.8, 1.2.17, 2.1.15 and 2.1.22 t h e r e are L.(G)-isomorphisms 
HomL(L 1(G),L 1(G)) = H o m ^ (G) ,M(G)) ^ M(G) and 
Hom^LjCGhL^CG)) = HomL(L1 (G) ,MCG)) % M(G) . 0 
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2.1.24 Theorem. Let W be a submodule of the A-module V. If W = V , 
e e ' 
then there i s an A-isomorphism (V*) ^ (w*) , in which k € (V*) 
corresponds to the r e s t r i c t i o n of к to W. 
Proof. By Th. 2.1.20 and Th. 2.1.21 t h e r e are A-isomorphisms 
(V*)
e
 i СНот
А
СА, * Л
е
 i , СС
 е
Э * )
е
 = C(W
e
)*)
e
 ì (HomA(A,W*))e
 Ь
 (W*)
e
. 
The correspondence i s the one mentioned. ° 
2.1.25 Corollary. For the submodule W of V in Th. 2 .1.24, take the 
e s s e n t i a l submodule, V , of V. Then we have ( ( V I * ) ^ (V*) . 
e e
J J
 e = e 
For A = L1(G) and V = M(G), we have an L.(G)-isomorphism 
(M(G)*) ^ C (G), in which j € C (G) corresponds to J € (M(G)*) 
defined by J(.u) = J'J du for a l l yeM(G). 
For A = L (G) and V = Lm(G), we have an L.(G)-isomorphism 
(L (G)*) 2L (C (G)*) . v
«>v e r u e 
Therefore if G is compact, then (C(G)**) ^ C(G) and 1 (G)**) ъ L (G) 
m the natural way, as an easy computation shows. 
2.2 A negative answer to Rieffel's Question 
Rieffel ([18]; 8.17) asks the following: 
2.2.1 Question. Let A be a Banach algebra with an approximate identity 
and let W be a Banach space. Suppose that W* is an essential left 
A-module. Then, does it follow that the map F mentioned in Th. 2.1.20 
is an A-isomorphism from W* to Нот.(A.W*)? In view of Th. 2.1.20 (lii) 
the question is whether F is surjective. 
Comisky gives in his dissertation [4] two conditions, each sufficient 
for an affirmative answer: 
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Let A,W and W* be as in 2.2.1. 
Condition 1. Let j:W -* W** be the natural map. 
If {a(jw):ae A,w€ W}<= j (W) , then Hom .(A.W*) ^ W* in the natural way. 
The proof is based on the fact that we can make a right A-module out 
of W by defining aw = j (a(jw)) for all a€A, w e W. Moreover, the given 
module multiplication on W* is that induced by W. 
Condition 2. If the left A-module W*** is essential, then 
Horn.(A,W*) ъ W* in the natural way. This is on account of the fact 
that HomA(A,W*) <= НотА(А^***) ^ W***. The subspace of W*** to which 
Нот (A,W*) corresponds is W*. 
2.2.2 Answer. We now give a negative answer to Question 2.2.1. 
Let G be a non-discrete locally compact Abelian group. We will write 
L, M, and С for L.CG), M(G), and C
o
(G), respectively. Let M and M 
be the closed linear subspaces of M which are absolutely continuous 
and singular with respect to the Haar measure λ, respectively. 
We know that every μ in M can be uniquely written as a sum of measures 
μ in M and μ in M and ||μ|| = ||v || + ||μ ||. Hence M = Μ θ M , 
3. 3. S S 3. S 3. s 
the direct sum of normed spaces. By convolution M and M are L-modules. 
M is the essential submodule of M. M is an essential L-module by the 
a
 s 
definition (ί,μ) •* {1'ί dX^, fe L, με M . Let M denote the direct 
b s + 
sum, M ©M
s
, of the L-modules M and M
s
 (Def. 1.3.21). M is 
Œ-isomorphic to the dual of the Banach space С . M is the direct sum 
of two essential modules, so is an essential L-module and 
M
+
 2i (HomLCL,M+)) by Th. 2.1.20 (iv) . But the identity map I of L 
belongs to Horn (L,M
+
) and not to (Horn. (L,M )) . Infact, suppose 
I e (Нот. (L,Ml) . Then I = fT some f6L, Τ e Нот. (L, M ) and g = (fT) (g) = 
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= T(f*g) for all ge L. Let (e.J be an approximate identity for L. 
J J 
Them lim. e. = lim. T(e.*f) = Tf, and so Tf is the identity element 
of the Banach algebra L, in contrast with G is non-discrete. There­
fore the map F of Th. 2.1.20 from M into Horn,(L,M 1 is not a sur-
r
 + L + 
jection. 
We now show that there is an L-isomorphism from M 9 M to Hom.(L.M ). 
First remark that Hom.(L.M ) = Horn, fL.M Θ M ), because M is the L + L s + 
essential submodule of Μ θ M . So the natural map F from Μ θ M to 
Hom. (L,M θ M ) is an injection from M θ M to Hom (L,M ). We show that 
L S S L + 
this map is an L-isomorphism. 
Let Ρ be the projection of M onto M and Q be the projection of M 
onto M . Then Ρ and Q are L-multipliers of norm 1. Take Τ € Horn (L,M ). 
Then Ртенот (L,L), so by Th. 2.1.23 there exists μ€Μ such that 
(PT)f = ί*μ for all fCL. QT € Нот .(L.M,.) = (Ηοπγα,Μ^) , for if 
ΚΕΗοπι.α,Μ ) f CL, g€L,;rg d\ = 1 then Rf = (_frg dX)Rf = 
L S U ij 
R(g*f) = (gR)(f). So there is ν e M„ such that (QT)f = (/„f dX)v 
S b 
for a l l f e L , by Th. 2.1.20 ( i v ) . Therefore Tf = ((PT)f,(QT)f) = 
( f*y,(/ G f dX)v) f o r a l i f e L , and | |Tf | | = | | ( P T ) f | | + | | ( Q T ) f | | = 
| | £ * μ | | + |/ G f dx | | | v | | . So | | τ | | = sup{ | | T f | | : f e L , | | f | | = 1} = 
s u p { | | f . p | | + |/ G f dx | | | v | | : f e L , | | f | | = 1} = | | u | | + | | v | | . 
So t h e map (μ,ν) •+ Τ with Tf = ( f * p , ( /
r
f dX)v) i s an L-isomorphism 
from Μ θ M t o Hom,(L.M ) . 
s L v ' +J 
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C H A P T E R 3 
G-MODULES AND Lj(G)-MODULES 
3.1 G-modules 
For a topological linear space V of functions or measures on a locally 
compact group we might define a multiplier of V as a continuous linear 
operator which commutes with translations. In this section we consider 
the correspondence between this one and our original definition of a 
multiplier. 
IN THIS SECTION e DENOTES THE IDENTITY ELEMENT OF THE LOCALLY COMPACT 
GROUP G. 
3.1.1 Definition. Let V be a Banach space. 
A shift in V is a map G χ V •*• V [whose value at (s,v) we will denote 
by ν ) such that 
(i) for any fixed s€G the map ν ->· ν is a linear isometry from V 
into V. 
(ii) ( O = v. for all s,t€G,vev. v J ч
 t s ts ' 
(iii) ν = ν for all vEV. 
4 J
 e 
V is a G-module, if there is a shift in V such that 
(iv) for any fixed v6V the map s -»· ν from G into V is continuous. 
3.1.2 Examplee. In L (G) , 1 <_ ρ <_ », and С (G) we define a shift 
(s,f) ->- f by f (t) = f(st) (f €L (G) or С CG);s,t€G). With this 
shift L CG), 1 <_ ρ < «, and С (G) are G-modules. 
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In MCG) we define a shift (s,u) •+ u by μ (X) = u(sX) 
(με M(G);X a Borei set of G;s €G). 
Let f eb, (G) and let Δ be the modular function of G. Define fS € L (G) 
-1 1 
by fSCt) = f(tsU(s) Cs.teG). Then (s,f) •+ fs is a shift in L ^ G ) . 
3.1.3 Definition. Let V be a Banach space. 
V is a module with shift if V is a left L (G)-module (with module 
multiplication *) and if there is a shift in V such that (f*v) = 
(fs)*v and f*(vs) = (fS)*v, for all veV, f e L (G), seG. 
It is easy to see that L (G), 1 <_ ρ <^  <=, С (G) and M(G) are modules 
with shifts. 
The correspondence between G-modules and L1(G)-modules is given in 
the next two theorems. 
3.1.4 Vector valued integration. Let V be a Banach space. For every 
με M(G) and every bounded continuous map F:G •*• V, by Prop 8 of §1 of 
[1], there exists a unique element ƒFdμε V such that Κ(/Ραμ) = 
./"
Γ
(]<Ρ^ μ for every к ε V* . Further, if W is another Banach space and 
T:V -*• W is a continuous linear map, then /(TF)dp = T(ƒFdμ) . 
If feL^CG), there is a unique ueM(G) such that .Γ,^μ = ./"„jfdX, for 1 ü b 
all ίεΟ (G). Instead of ƒFdμ we shall write /f(s)F(s)ds. Then 
l | ; f ( s ) F ( s ) d s | | i ; G | f ( s ) | | | F ( s ) | | d s . 
We refer the reader to ([14]; Th. 1, Th. 2) for the proofs of the 
next two theorems. 
3.1.5 Theorem. Let V be a G-module. Then there exists a unique 
order-free module multiplication * from L (G) χ V into V such that V 
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is a module with shift. In this case V is an essential L (G)-module 
and f*v = /f(s)v _ids for all f 6 L. (G), veV. If (e.) . is an approxi­
mate identity in L,(G) , then ν = lim. (e.) *v. 
1 s J J s 
3.1.6 Theorem. Let V be an essential left L.(G)-module, with module 
multiplication *. Then there exists a unique shift in V such that V 
is a module with shift. V is a G-module and if Се.)τ is an approximate 
identity in L,fG), then ν = lim. fe.) *v. Moreover f*v = /fCs)v -ids 1 s n i s s 
for all f€ L (G), ve V. 
3.1.7 Theorem. Let V be an order-free module with shift. Then 
V ={v€V:s->-v is continuous from G to V}. 
e s 
Proof. Let us denote the module multiplication by *. Take ve V . Then 
ν = f*w some f e L, (G), wEV. So ν = (f*w) = f *w for all se G. 1 ^  J ' s s s 
Hence s -»• ν is continuous. Conversely, define W = {VÊ V:S -*• V is 
continuous from G to V}. Then W is an order-free module with shift, 
for if f eLjCG), w€W then f *w e V cW. W is a G-module, so by 
Th. 3.1.5 W is an essential L, CG)-module,so WcV . " 
1 ' e 
In the preceding theorem we need the condition 'V is order-free', 
because if V is a trivial L CG)-module and if V has the shift (s,v) ->• v, 
then V is a module with shift. However V = {0} and {veV:s ->• ν is 
e s 
continuous from G to V} = V. 
3.1.8 Theorem. Let V be a Hilbert space with inner-product < , >. 
Let f denote the complex conjugate of the function f. 
Suppose V is an L CG)-module with module multiplication *. Then 
(i) <f*x,y> = <x,f'*y> for all x.yev, f e L (G). 
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(ii) if W is a submodule of V, then the projection of V onto W is an 
L.(G)-multiplier. 
Proof. Remark that we may suppose that V is a left L (G)-module. If not 
consider V. 
(i) By Cor. 2.1.14 V is the Hilbert space sum of V and V . Take 
ХіУб . Then χ = χ + χ and y = y + y with χ ,y €V and χ ,y €V . 
" e о ' ' e 'o e" s e ο'-Ό о 
By Th. 3.1.6 there is a unique shift in V such that V is a module 
with shift. With this shift u •+ u is an isometry from V to V . 
s
 J
 e e 
Therefore <u,v> = <u .v > for a l l u , v € V , s E G . Hence <f*x,y> = 
' s s e " 
< f
*
x
e ' >
, e > = ^O^Vs-^'V = J ' f ( s ) < i x e : > s - 1 ' y e > d s = 
/ f ( s )<x e ,Cy e ) s >ds = < x e , / f ( s ) ( y e ) s d s > = < x e , ; f 4 s ) ( y e ) s . 1 d s > = 
<oc , f ' * y > = <x,f '*y> for a l l f £ L-CG). 
е е 1 
(ii) Let W be a submodule of V and let Ρ be the projection from V 
onto W. Let ve V, f€ L CG) . P(f*v) = f*Pv if and only if 
<f*v - f*Pv,w> = 0 for all w€W. However <f*v - f*Pv,w> = 
<v - Pv,?'*^* = 0 for all wew. 0 
3.1.9 Definition. Let V and W be Banach spaces with shifts. 
A continuous linear map Τ from V to W is called shift-invariant if 
T O ) = (Tv) for all vev, s eG. 
S S 
The next two theorems are very useful in representing the space of 
the L.(G)-multipliers. 
3.1.10 Theorem. Let V and W be modules with shifts and let either V 
be essential or W be order-free. Then every L (G)-multiplier from V 
to W is shift-invariant. 
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Proof. Let us denote the module multiplications by * and let Τ be an 
L (G)-multiplier from V to W. 
T(Cf*v)
s
) = T(f
s
.v) = £
s
.Tv = (f*Tv)
s
 = CT(f.v))
s
 for all £€^(0), 
vev, seG, so that Τ is shift-invariant in case V is essential. 
f*CTv)
s
 = fS*Tv = TCfS*v) = T(f*v
s
) = f*TCv
s
) for all fe L^G), ve V, 
s eG. Therefore Τ is shift-invariant in case W is order-free. ' ° 
3.1.11 Theorem. Let V and W be modules with shifts and let V be 
essential and W be order-free. Let Τ be a continuous linear map from 
V to W. 
Then Τ is an L.(G)-multiplier if and only if Τ is shift-invariant. 
Proof. Let us denote the module multiplications by *. By Th. 3.1.10 
we only have to prove the 'if'-part. Let Τ be shift-invariant. Then 
TCf*v) = T(7fCs)v .jds) = /fCs)T(v .^ds = /f(s)(Tv) _1ds = f*Tv for 
all f e LAG), ν€ V, since Tv€ W (Th. 3.1.7). ' 1 e 
In the preceding theorem we need the condition 'V is essential', 
see the remarks after Cor. 3.1.13 and Cor. 3.1.14. We also need 
the condition 'W is order-free', in fact let V and W be the same 
Banach spaces with module multiplications f*v = (/fdX)v and f*w = 0, 
fe L1CG), v€ V.we W, and shifts ν = ν and w = w,ve V,weW.s€ G. Then 
the identity map from V to W is shift-invariant, but is not an 
L.(G)-multiplier. 
3.1.12 Corollary. If 1 <_ ρ < «, l £ q < _ » and Τ is a continuous linear 
map from L (G) to L (G) then T(g ) = (Tg) for all gCL (G) , sCG if 
and only if T(f*g) = f*Tg for all f€L (G), g€L CG). 
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We end this section with two corollaries of Th. 3.1.10. 
3.2.13 Corollary. Every L (G)-multiplier from M(G5 into M(G) is 
shift-invariant. 
The converse of Cor.3.1.13 is not true. For y6M(G) let T(u) be the 
absolute continuous part of μ. Then Τ is shift-invariant, however if 
f €L (G), f ¡i 0, then T(f*6) = f jí 0 = f*TS for a non-discrete G. 
Here, δ is the identity element of the Banach algebra M(G). 
3.1.14 Corollary. Every L (G)-multiplier from L^fG) into L^CG) is 
shift-invariant, 
The converse of Cor. 3.1.14 is not true, see Rudin [23]. 
3.2 Tensor products and multipliers of L (G)-modules 
In this section we show that for 1 f_p,q f.", except for the pair 
ρ = », q = 1, Hom.(L (G), L (G)) is d-isomorphic to the dual space 
L ρ q 
of some Banach space. 
For compact Abelian G and 2 <_ p,q <_ », min (p,q) < ~ we give a 
concrete representation of L (G^e.L (G) as a function space 
where A(G) is Eymard's algebra of Fourier transforms. 
Moreover, for compact Abelian G we give a description of the tensor 
product L^CGjejL (G). 
We conclude this section with a study of the tensor product M(G)e M(G), 
The next three well-known theorems (see e.g. [4], [8], [11]) are 
immediate consequences of the theorems of the preceding chapter. 
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3.2.1 Theorem. For 1 < ρ <_ =>, there exists a Œ-isomorphism 
Нот.аДС),!, (G)) ^ L (G) L 1 ρ - ρ 
where g e L (G) corresponds to the map f -> f*g from L (G) to L (G) . 
Proof. The proof is obtained from Cor. 2.1.22, because L (G) is the 
dual space of an essential L (G)-module. β 
Ζ. 2.2 Theorem. For 1 <_ ρ < », there exists a Œ-isomorphism 
HomL(Lp(G),LœCG)) ^Lp,(G) 
where TCHom-CL (GÍ.L^CG)) corresponds to h € L , (G) such that 
/GfT(g)dX = J^hCf^dX for all gCL (G), feL^G). 
Proof. By the theorems of the preceding chapter we have the 
(t-isomorphisms: Нот (L (С),1,
ш
(С)) ^  нот (L СС),ГГ[С)*) ^  (ГГ(С)в,Ь (G)) 
^ L (G)* i L ,(G). The required correspondence is found by examining 
the notation. β 
3.2.Ζ Theorem. There exists a Œ-isomorphism 
Hoi^CLJO.L.CG)) ^C r uCG)* 
where Te Horn (L^G) Л
Ш
(С)·) corresponds to Se С (G)* such that 
JVfT(h)dX = SCf^h) for a l l f e L, (G), h EL (G). 
υ ι
 ш 
Proof. There are Œ-isomorphisms 
Hom^LJG;) ,1^ (G)) ^ Homj^CL^CO.LJ'CG)*) ^  (L^CG^e^CG))* ^C^CG)*. 
The correspondence is the one desired. ° 
3,2.4 Theorem. [11]. If G is non-compact and 1 <^  q < ρ < •», then 
Horn (L (G),L (G)) = {0}. If G is non-compact and 1 <^  τ < », then L ρ q 
HomL(Co(G),Lr(G)) = {0}. 
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Proof. Let G be non-compact and l e t l < _ q < p < » . First remark that 
if ge L CG), 1 i r < -, then lim ||g + g | | = 2 1 / r||g||
r
 and if 
t-w> 
JE С (G) then lim ||j + j | |œ = Ц і І ^ . Suppose T€ Horn (L (G) ,L (G)) . 
By Th. 3.1.10 Τ is shift-invariant .Then for each g6 L (G) and te G we 
have ||Tg + CTg) t|| q = ||TCg + g t)ll q i IlTlI ІІ8 + gtI I · Hence 
21/ql |Tg| | q ι | |т| Іг1^! |g| | p and | |т6| | q < 21/? " 1 / сЧ |т| | | |g| | p. 
Thus ||т|| i 2 1 / p - 1 / q||T||. ρ > q so Τ = 0. 
The assertion for Horn (C (G),L (G)) is deduced in essentially the 
same manner. 
3.2.5 Corollary. Let G be non-compact. Then 
(i) If 1 < p.q < - and 1/q + 1/p < 1, then ТГ(С) L (G) = {0}. 
Ρ L Я 
СП) If 1 < ρ < », then L_(G)eLCo(G) = {0}. 
(iii) r"(G)eLCo(G) = {o}. 
Proof. There are I-isomorphisms 
(i) for 1 < p,q < => and 1/p + 1/q < 1, 
CïrCG)eLLq(G))* 2iHomL(Lq(G),ír(G)*) % HomLCLq(G) .L , CG) ) = {0} because 
1 < ρ ' < q < о». 
Cii) for 1 < ρ < », 
(L_CG)eLCoCG))* 2iHomLCC CG),~CG)*) ^ HomL(CoCG) ,L ,(G)) = {0}because 
1 < ρ ' < CO, 
( i i i ) (r"CG)eLCoCG))* ^HomL(Co(G),C¡"(G)*)^HomL(CoCG),M(G)) ^ 
HomLCCo(G))L1CG)) = {0} . 0 
Moreover, it is known [20] that if G is compact and 1 <_ p,q <_ », or 
if G is an arbitrary locally compact group and 1 <_ ρ <^  q <_ », then 
Horn, (L (G),L (G)) i{0\ Hence, for compact G and 1< p,q < =>, and for 
L ρ q 
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general G and 1 <_ p,q < » such that — + — >_ 1, we have 
L~(G)e L (G) φ {0}. 
Ρ k 4 
In [15] it is shown that for 1 <^  q < 2 and non-compact G, 
Hom (L (G),L CG)) = {0}. This implies that: (i) For non-compact G 
L <• q 
and 2 < ρ < ·, we have "(0)8 L(G) = (0). (ii) For non-compact G, 
ρ L •" 
HomL(Lii>(G),M(G)) = {0}, and so 0^(08^(6) ^ Q~{G)«^C (G) = {0}. 
Let 1 <_ p,q <^  œ. Except in the case ρ = », q = 1, we can prove 
Hom. (L (G),!, (G)) to be d-isomorphic to the dual of a certain Banach L ρ q 
space: (i) If 1 <_ ρ <^  » and 1 < q <^  », then we have Œ-isomorphisms 
HomL(Lp(G),Lq(G)) ^ HomL(Lp(G) ,Γ", (G)*) * (L^.CG)«^ (G))*. 
(ii) If 1 <_ ρ < «о and q = 1, then we have I-isomorphisms 
Hom^L^O.L^G)) = HomL(LpCG),M(G)) Ь HomL(Lp(G) ,C^(G)*) й 
(Lp(G)eLE;CG))*. 
Thus to represent the elements of Horn (L (G),L (G)) as elements of 
the dual of a concrete Banach function space, it is sufficient to 
represent L ,(0)8.1, (G) and С (0)8. L (G) as such a function space. 
In [20] M.Rieffel is concerned with giving a concrete representation 
for the tensor product L (G)8 L (G). He defines a Banach space A^, 
which is a linear subspace in L (G), where r = »>if — + — < 1 and 
г
 г ρ q — 
— = — + 1 otherwise. 
г ρ q 
For compact G, 1 <_ p,q <_ <•> and min (p,q) < «, he shows that 
~(G)8 L (G) ;v A 4. For non-compact G, 1 f_p,q < » and — + — >^  1, he 
ρ L q ρ ρ q 
shows that L (0)8.L (G) ^  A 4 if and only if every element in 
Hom.(L (G),L ,(0)) can be approximated by convolution operators in 
L q ρ 
the ultraweak operator topology. This condition is satisfied if 0 
is amenable. For some information about A" see Def. 3.2.19 and Th. 3.2.20. 
Ρ 
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In the sequel we are dealing with a representation for L (G)e
r
L (G) 
Ρ
 L
 Я 
and C(G)e L (G) as function spaces under the condition G is compact 
and Abelian. For this reason we consider L.(G) as an L.(G)-module first. 
AS FAR AS 3.2. 22 G IS A LOCALLY COMPACT ABELIAN GROUP. 
Now the tensor product of two L.(G)-modules is in an obvious way 
an L. (G)-inodule (see Th. 1.3.8), because in the Abelian case every 
module is a bimodule. 
3.2.6 Notation. We denote the dual group of G by G. On G a Haar measure 
is chosen such that the Fourier Inversion Formula is valid. If feL.fG), 
then ì is the Fourier transform of f. ν is the Fourier-Stieltjes 
transform of p£M(G). If G is compact, we will always normalize 
Haar measure by the requirement that X(G) = 1. 
We shall omit the proofs of the next three propositions because we do 
not use them in the sequel. 
3.2.7 Proposition. The Banach spaces L ((5), 1 <_ ρ <_ », С (G) and 
С (G) are L. (G)-modules, if the module multiplication is (f,h) •+ fh, 
fCLjCG); heL p(G), Co(G) or C u(G). 
L (G), 1 <_ ρ < », and С (G) are essential L. (G)-modules. The essential 
submodule of С (6) is С (G). The essential submodule of L (G) is the 
U O oc4·' 
closed subspace of L (G), consisting of those functions in L (G) which 
vanish at infinity. 
Moreover, the induced module multiplication in L (6)* is our original 
module multiplication in L ,(.G). 
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3.2.8 Proposition. The L (G)-module С (G) induces a module structure 
on its dual M(G) 
(f,μ) •* fxy with ^id(£xw) = /gjfdy for all f e І^ (G), yCMCG), jee (G). 
M(G) with this module multiplication is an essential L (G)-module. 
The natural embedding of L (G) in M(G) is an L [G)-multiplier. 
3.2.9 Proposition. There are L (G)-isomorphisms Hom СЦ (G), M (G)) ^M(G), 
and for 1 < ρ < », Hom, СЦ (G),L (G)) y. L (G), where yeM(G) 
— — L 1 ρ ρ 
(or g€L (G)) corresponds to the map f •+ f χμ (or f •+· fg), f € L. (G) . 
Ρ
 1 
3.2.10 Definition. If G is a locally compact Abelian group, we shall 
denote by A(G) the space of Fourier transforms of elements in L XG). 
ThenA(G)c C
o
(G). A(G;) = {f*g:f ,g e L 2 (G)} ([10]; 31.30) 
A(G) is a Banach space if one defines the norm of kCA(G) by 
II^IL = llalli- Then A (G) is C-isomorphic to L (G) . 
3.2.11 Theorem. A(G) is an L. (G)-module under convolution (f,j) ->· f*j 
from L. (G) χ A(G) into A(G) . The map к -*• (к')* is an L. (G)-isomorphism 
from L (G) to A(G) . 
Proof. A(G) = L (G) * L (G) implies f*keA(G) if f € L (G), keA(G). 
Applying Fubini's theorem we find (f*k) (s) = /rf(t )k(ts)dt = 
;G;6f(t'1)k(Y)7(ti')dYdt = f&{fGf^-1)ñt)dt)k{y)V(J)dy = 
ƒ£(£·)A (Y)k(Y)7(i)dY = ((f^'kì'Cs), forali f e L ^ G ) , k Ê L ^ G ) , sCG. 
Therefore, if f € L^  (G) and к e L (б) then f*k = ((fTk)*, and 
||f*k|lA = Hcfj-kllj i IICfilLllklli £ llf'lljllkl^. so 
l|f*k|lA 1 I Idilli U I L · The rest is straightforward. 0 
We turn now to the problem of representing L (G)e L (G) and C(G)e L (G) 
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as function spaces. 
3.2.12 Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian group. If 2 <^  p,q < », then 
there exists an L (G)-isomorphism 
Lp(G)eLLq(G) ЬА(6) 
which carries gSh to g*h. 
Proof. Remark that for compact G and 2 <_ ρ we have L (G) с L-(G) с L. (G) . 
If geL p(G), h€L4(CO then g*h = ( ( ( g ^ D T = (Cgh)·)". so ||g*h||A = 
llghllj ι ||g||2l|h||2 = llg|l2l|h||2 ι ||g||p||h||q. The bilinear 
map (g.h) •• g*h from L (G) χ L (G) to A(G) is L (G)-balanced. We 
show that A(G) with this bilinear map has the universal tensor product 
property. 
First {g*h:g6 L (G) ,he L (G)} is dense in ACG), because the continuous 
characters of G span a dense linear subspace in A(G). Let X be a 
Banach space and let φ be in Bil CL (G), L (G);X]. φ is L,CG)-balanced, 
L ρ q 1 
so if γ1 and γ- are distinct elements of G, then Φ(γ1,γ7) = 
Φ(Ύ1*Ύ1»Ϊ2) = Φ(Ύ1,Ύ1*Ύ2) = ФСУ^О) = 0. Now define Τ from ACG) to X 
by Tj = Σ 5(Ύ)Φ(Ύ.Ύ)Ι for all je ACG). Then Τ is a bounded linear map 
G 
and ||Tj| | i E | j (γ) | ЦфІ | = ||j|L|U||. If g and h are finite sums 
G
 - ' \ 
of elements in G then TCg*h) = Ι έ(γ)ίί(γ)φ(γ,γ) = Σ Φ ( Ϊ Μ Ύ . Η Μ Υ ) = 
G G 
Φ(Σ g(Y)Y,ï Μ Ϊ ) Ύ ) = Ф(8,Ь). 
G G 
But the set of all linear combinations of continuous characters of G 
is dense in L (G) and in L (G) . so if g€ L (G) and he L (G) then 
ρ Я Ρ Я 
T(g*h) = Φ (g,h) and the theorem is proved. 0 
3.2.13 Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian group. 
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(i) There exists an L (G)-isomorphism 
C(G)eLC(G) 2i A CG) 
which carries gSh to g*h. 
(ii) If 2 <_ ρ <_ », then there exists an L(G)-isomorphism 
Lp(G)eLC(G) bA(G) 
which carries göh to g*h. 
Proof. The proof of (i) and the proof of Cü), with 2 <_ ρ < », are 
similar to that of the preceding theorem. For ρ = «> we have 
L^CG)« C(G) ^  C(G)eLCCG) by Cor. 2.1.6 because CCG) is the essential 
submodule of L^fG). " 
3.2.14 Corollary. Let G be a compact Abelian group. 
If 2 <_ ρ < », then there exists an L CG) -isomorphism 
Lp(G)eLLŒCG) 2iACG) 
which carries gSh to g*h. 
Proof. By Cor. 2.1.6 and the preceding theorem we have 
LpCG^LJG) £ Lp(G)eLCCG) ^  ACG) . 0 
3.B.15 Remark. In the next three theorems we shall use the following 
two L(G)-isomorphisms. G is a locally compact Abelian group. 
(i) If 1 < q <_ « and he L CG), then T.e L ,CG)* if we define 
Т.(к) = /ghk'dX for all ke L , CG). The map h -»· T. is an L (G)-
isomorphism from L CG) to L ДС)*. 
Cii) If u€MCG), then Τ €Co(G)* if we define Τ Cg) = /gg'dy for all 
g€C CG). The map u -*Ί is an L1 (G)-isomorphism from M(G) to 
C
o
CG)*. 
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3.2.16 Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian group. 
If 2 <_ ρ <_ ·» and 1 <_ q <_ 2, then there exists an L. (G)-isomorphism 
Horn (L (G),L
n
(G)) ^ A CG)* L p q = 
where Τ e Hom (L (G) ,L (G)) corresponds t o Q Ê A C G ) * such tha t L p q 
CTgrCï) = QCY)g(Y) for ai l geLpCG), v€G. 
Proof. Let 2 <_ ρ <_ » and 1 <_ q <^  2. 
If q ^ 1, then by the preceding remark, Th, 3.2.12 and Cor. 3.2.14 we 
have HomL(Lp(G),L4(G)) ^ Hom^L (G) ,L , (G)*) j, (Lp(G)eLLql (G))* ^AfG)*, 
because 2 <^  ρ <^  » and 2 <_ q' < =>. TEHom (L (G),L (G)) corresponds to 
QeA(G)* such that /.h'TgdA = QCg*h) for all gC L (G), h€L (G) . b ρ q 
So if h = γ CG then (Tg)'(γ) = Q(Y)gCï) for all gCL (G). 
Suppose now that q = 1 and ρ ji -. By Th. 1.2.17, Remark 3.2.15 and 
Th. 3.2.13 we have HomL(L (G),L (G)) = HomL(L CG),M(G)) ^ 
Нот. (L (G),C(G)*) ъ CL (G)8.C(G))* -ъ A(G)*. The correspondence is 
L p ^ p L ^ 
obtained as above. 
Suppose now that q = 1 and ρ = ~. Let T€ Horn. (L^CG) .L. (G) ), then 
ТС Нот (L
oo
(G),M(G)) . But by Remark 3.2.15 and Th. 3.2.13 we have 
HomL(Le)(G),MCG)) ¿ (LJG)«^ (G))* ^A(G)*. Thus, we have an isometric 
Lj (G)-multiplier from Horn {Lm(,G) ,L (G)) to A(G)*, in which 
ТЕ Нот (L^CG) ,L CG)) corresponds to Qe ACG)* such that (Th) * (γ) = 
Q(Y)hCY) for all he L^CGi.Ye G. We show that this L CG) -multiplier is 
a surjection. Suppose that Q€A(G)*. Then there exists an 
Re HomL(L2(G),L1(G)) such that (Rg) * (γ) = Q M g C ï ) for all 
g eL.(G), γ eG. The restriction of R to L^CG) is denoted by S. 
Then se Нот. (L (G),L. (G)) and ||S|| < | |R| | = Ир!!· Moreover 
(5)ι)~(γ) = Q(Y)fi(Y) for all he L (G) , yEG. But S corresponds to 
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Q eA(G)* such tha t (Sh)" ( ï ) = Q (γ){ί(γ) for a l l h€ L (G), γ Ε ά . 
О О œ 
Hence Q = Q . This completes the proof. ° 
Note. A direct proof of the preceding theorem for 2 <_ ρ < » and 
1 < q <_ 2 can be found in ([13] ;Th. 5.2.4) . 
3.2.17 Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian group. 
If 2 <_ ρ <_ », then there exists an L (G) -isomorphism 
Hom (L CG),M(G)) % A(G)* 
L ρ "" 
where T€ Horn (L (G),M(G)) corresponds to Q € A ( G ) * such that CTg)'(Y) = 
L ρ 
Q(T)gM for all g6L p(G), γ€0. 
Proof. The proof is similar to that of the preceding theorem. β 
3.2.18 Theorem. Let G a compact Abelian group. Let 1 <_ ρ <^  2. 
Then there exists an L(G)-isomorphism 
Hom£C(G),L (G)) £ A(G)* 
where TÊHom (C(G),L (G)) corresponds to Q€A(G)* such that (Tg)Α (γ) = 
L ρ 
QCY)Ì(Y) for au g e c c e d e G. 
Proof. If ρ ¡ί 1, then by Remark 3.2.15 and Th. 3.2.13 we have the 
L, (G) -isomorphisms HomT (C(G) .L^CG)) ^ Horn. (C(G) ,L .(G)*) ^ 
(C(G)e L , (G))* ^ A ( G ) * because 2 <_ p ' < ». L ρ = 
For ρ = 1 we have Hom (C(G),L (G)) ^  Horn (C(G) ,M(G)) ^  Horn (C(G) ,C(G)*) 
^ (C(G)e C(G))* ^A(G)*. The correspondence is obtained as in 
Th. 3.2.16. ' 
The preceding theorem also provides a characterization of Hom (C(G),M(G)) 
when G is compact Abelian, since Hom (C(G),M(G)) « Horn (C(G),L1CG)). 
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We now show that for 2 <^  p,q <_ » and compact Abelian G, the normed 
space A^ of [20] is nothing else than the normed space A(G). 
3.2.19 Definition. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let 2 < p,q < °°. 
By Th. 1.3.4 the bilinear map φ from L (G) χ L (G) to C(G) defined by 
ifiCf.g) = f*g, f e L (G), g € L (G), lifts to a linear map Τ from 
L (G)eL (G) to C(G), ||T|| <_ 1. The range of T, with the quotient norm, 
will be denoted by A 4. Thus A " is a Banach space of functions on G 
P P F 
which can be viewed as a linear subspace in C(G). In view of the fact 
that every element of L (С)вЬ (G) has a certain expansion, we see 
that A 4 consists of exactly those functions h on G which have at least 
one expansion, converging in the norm of C(G), of the form 
h = Σ í.*g. 
i=l 1 8l 
where f. € L (G) , g.EL CG) and Ê I 1 f. I I I Ig. I I < -. 
If he A4, then the A^-norm of h is 
Ρ Ρ 
llhllp,q - i n f { . " I l f i l l p l l 6 i l l q
: a 1 1 f i e L p ^ · ß i
e y G ) s u c h t h a t 
h = Σ f.*B. in the uniform norm}. 
i=i 1 β χ 
3.2.20 Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let 2 <_ p,q <^  •»>. 
Then as normed spaces we have A 4 = A CG). 
Proof. Let h€ A CG). Then heCCG) and | |h| |
ю
 = | ICh')"] l^  ± | |h| Ij = 
||h||.. Now h = Σ hCY)Y*Y, the expansion converging in the norm of 
.G 
ACG). So h = Σ Ιι(Ύ)γ*γ, the expansion converging in the norm of C(G) 
U 
and Σ | | ί ι ( γ ) γ | | | | γ | | = Σ |hC7) | < ». There fore , h e Aq and g Ρ Я g Ρ 
IMI < IMI.. 
I I I l p j q _ I I I І Д 
Suppose now he A ,then there are f. e L CG), g. e L (G) such that 
h = Σ f.*g., the expansion converging in the uniform norm and 
i = l X 1 
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ï | | i i l l p l l e i l l q < - · 
^ Д і і ві іІА-ДііМіИіі.
 1
^
1
^ ^ ! ^ -
. П ^ 1 1 2 1 | 8 1 1 1 2 1 > 1 1 ^ 1 1 р 1 1 ^ М я < - . 
1=1 1=1 r м 
OD 
So E f.*g. converges, obviously to h, in the A(G)-norm and 
i=l 1 
I M lA 1 .Ë I I V 6 ! 1 U - .? I lfil Ipl IsJ lq· Therefore, | |h| |A = 1 Ih I| and A(G) = A^ as normed spaces. 0 
ι ι ι'p,q ρ 
Note. For 2 <^  p,q <^  » and either ρ < » or q < «, the preceding theorem 
is a consequence of Th. 3.2.12, Cor 3.2.14 and Rieffel's Theorem 3.3 
[20]. 
Now let us consider the tensor product L (G)e.L (G), 
3.2.22 Theorem. Let G be a compact Abelian group. Let (1^(0)9 L^fG)) 
denote the essential submodule and CL (GIS.L (G)i the order submodule 
v
<»
v
'' L "· о 
of L
ai(G)eLLoti(G). 
Ci) There is an L.CG) -isomorphism (L^CG)« Lœ(G)) ^ A ( G ) , which 
carries gSh € ( Ь Д С Э в ^ С С ) ^
 t 0 g*heA(G), g,heLœ(G). 
Cii) There is a natural (D-isomorphism 
(L<e(G)eLL[o(G))/CL<=(G)eLLoo(G))e ^  CLoo(G)/CCG))eCLoo(G)/C(G)) . 
(iii) Lœ(G)eLLoo(G) = (Ь_(С)в
ь
Ь
ш
(6))
е
 + (L
o5(G)eLLoo(G))o. (Def. 2.1.11). 
(iv) There is a natural L.(G)-isomorphism 
i L.( G^L L„CG))/CL„(G)e LL a iCG)) 0 Ь a<.CG)eLLsD(G))e. 
(v) (L.(G)eLL„(G)) = { Σ g.eh.eL.CGje L e(G): Σ g *h = 0}. 
i=l i=l 
Moreover, there is a homeomorphism from (L^fG)®.L^fG)) onto 
(L
ei(G)/C(G))e(Lai(G)/C(G)). 
Proof. We know that C(G) is the essential submodule of L (G). 
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(i) By Cor. 2.1.8 and Th. 3.2.13 there are L (G)-isomorphisms 
(LjG)eLLaiCG))e %C(G)eLC(G) %A(G). Here £*(geh) € (LJC^LJC) ) e 
corresponds to f*g*h€A(G) for all feL (G), g.heL^CG). It follows 
by letting f run through an approximate identity of L.(G) that 
gShe (1^(0)8,1^(G)) corresponds to g*heACG). 
(ii) This follows immediately from Th. 1.3.19. 
(iii) and (iv) By the universal tensor product property there exists 
a map Ρ from L^fG)» Lœ(G) to A(G) which carries g8h to g*h, for all 
g.heL^CG). Ρ is an L (G) -multiplier and ||p|| <_ 1. The L. (G)-isomor-
phism in (i) is the restriction of Ρ to (1^(0)8 Lœ(G)) . Identifying 
A(G) with (L^ CG)® Lœ(G)) , we have a projection, which is an 
L(G)-multiplier, from L^G^L^CG) onto (Lœ(G)e ЦДС)) . By 
Prop. 2.1.12 we now see that 1,^ (0)8 L
m
(G) is the sum of its essential 
and its order submodule, and (^(G)« Lii)(G))/(La)(G)e[L (G)) ^ 
([,
ш
(С;)в L^CG)) , in the natural way. 
(v) Moreover, (L
co
(G)eLL|j>(G)] = ker Ρ = 
{Σ g.eh.eL (0)8.1 (G):g.,h.eL (G) such that Σ g.*h. = 0}. 
. , ι ι » L *> ι ι °° . , 6! ι i=l 1=1 
By (ii), (1^(0)8 Ц^ДС)) is linearly homeomorphic to 
(L (G)/C(G))e(L (G)/C(G)). û 
Note. The preceding two theorems yield a partial answer to a question 
of M.Rieffel ([20]; p. 77) about the relation of 1^ (0)8jL (G) and A". 
In this connection see also ([12]; example 5). 
We conclude this section with a study of M(G)8 M(G). Note that the 
discrete case is evident. Therefore let G be a non-discrete locally 
compact group. M (G)[M (G)] is the closed linear subspace of measures 
in M(G) which are absolutely continuous [singular] with respect to 
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the Haar measure. Recall that we may identify M (G) and L (G). If 
a ι 
yÊMfG), then μ = μ + μ with μ €M (G) and μ €M (G). Moreover, 
M (G) = M (G) Θ M (G), the direct sum of normed spaces. 
First we extend the definition of f', feL.fG), (after 1.2.6) to M(G). 
For μ£Μ(0), define μ' in the following way. For any Ac G such that 
A"1 is μ-measurable, let μ'(A) = У (A"1). Then u'eMCG), (μ') = (μ ) · 
and (μ') = (μ )'. Hence we may define μ' = (μ1) and μ' = (μ') . 
a a a a s s 
If μ,ν€Μ(6), then (μ*ν) ' = v^u'. 
θ denotes the bounded bilinear function from M (G) χ M (G) into 
MsCG)êMs(G). 
3.2.22 Theorem. Let G be a non-d isc re te group. Then the re i s a 
([-isomorphism 
M(G)e M(G) ~ (M (С)вМ (G)) θ M (G) L· s s a 
in which μβν corresponds to (μ θν ,μ'Αν - μ'*ν ). 
Proof. The bilinear map ψ from M(G) χ M(G) to (M (G)éM (G)) θ M (G) 
s s a 
defined by ιΚιι,ν) = (μ θν ,μ'*ν - μ'*ν ) is L. (G)-balanced and of 
norm 1. We show that the pair С CM (С)вМ (G)) θ M (G),ψ) has the 
universal tensor product property. 
Let X be a Banach space and let φ e Bil (M(G),M(G);X). By the universal 
tensor product property of (M
s
(G)eM
s
(G), e)there exists a continuous 
linear map Τ from M (G)êM CG) to X such that Τ (μθν) = φ(μ,ν) for 
all μ,ν€Μ (G). Define the continuous linear map Τ from M (G) to X by 
T2(f) = φίί',δ), f €Μ CG), δ the unit element of M(G). Now we are able 
to define our map Τ from (M (С)вМ (G)) θ M (G) to X by T(y,f) = 
T^y) + T2Cf) for all (y,f)e CMs(G)eM (G)) 9 M (G). Τ is linear and 
continuous and if μ,νεΜ(6) then 
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Τ(Ψ(ρ,ν)) = T ( u
s
e v
s
, p , * v - P¡*v s) 
= ^ ( μ ^ ν ^ + T 2 ( y ' * v - μ ^ ν 5 ) 
= Φ ( μ 5 . ^ 5 ) + Φ(ν'*μ - ν^*μ 5 ,δ) 
= Φ ( μ 5 . ν 5 ] + Ф( а * Р а + ^ s * P a + ^ * μ 5 , δ ) 
= Φ(μ
=
,ν 1 + φ[ν '*μ ,δ) + φ(ν '*μ ,6) + φ(ν·*μ ,6) 
= Φ ( μ 5 , ν 5 ) + ФСРа, а ) + φ ( ν 4 μ & , δ ) + ф(Р з ,\) а ) 
= φ(μ,ν) because 
Φ Ο ' * ! * » 1 5 ) = l i m í Φ(\ ,Ι*μ
ΐ 1*6-,δ) = lim. ф(е. , μ ' * ν J = lim. φ(μ *e . ,v J 
b e l J b d . J J J а Ъ J a J 5 
φ Cu ,ν ), where (e.) T is an approximate identity for 1.(0). 
a s j J 1 
Furthermore, l e t (y,f) € (M (G)m (G)) β M (G). Then | | T ( y , f ) | | = 
llTjíy) + T 2 ( f ) | | imax Í I I T J M I T J I I } . ( | | y | | + | | f | | ) <. 
Μ Φ Ι Κ Ι Ι Υ Ι Ι
 +
 llfll). Therefore ||ф|| = ||τψ|| i ||T|| i ІІФІІ. This 
concludes our proof. " 
In the Abelian case the preceding theorem is as follows: 
3.2.23 Theorem. Let G be a non-discrete Abelian group. 
Then there is a d-isomorphism 
M(G)eLM(G) ъ (Ms(G)eM (G)) θ Ma(G) 
in which μβν corresponds to (μ θν ,μ*ν - μ *v ). 
Suppose now G is Abelian. Then MCGje.MCG) is in a natural way an 
L. (G)-module. Let (M(G)e M(G)) denote the essential submodule and 
(M(G)e M(G)) the order submodule of М(С)в,М(С) . 
It follows from the preceding theorem that μβν€ (М(С)
 І
М(С)) if and 
only if either μ€Μ (G) or v€M [G). 
3.2.24 Corollary. Let G be a non-discrete Abelian group. 
Then (MCG^.MCG)) ¿ {0}. 
L О 
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Proof. Let G, denote the group G with the discrete topology. There 
exist non-zero w,v€M(G ) with ΟΌ = 0, so ρ*ν = 0 (See [22]; Th. 2.6.2), 
Therefore there exist w,v6 M(G) with u*v = 0 and μ ¿ 0, and ν φ 0. 
By the preceding theorem this implies μΘν ^  0 while f*(μβν) = 0 for all 
£€ L-CG). So M(G)eLM(G) is not order-free. 0 
For Abelian G, by the universal tensor product property we have a 
bounded linear map S from М(С)в M(G) to M(G) such that 5(μΘν) = μ*ν, 
μ,ν6Μ(6). 5 is an L. (G)-multiplier and | |s| | = 1. 
We also have a map Τ from M(G) to М(С)в M(G) defined by T{v) =υβδ, 
p€M(;G). Τ is an ЦСС) -multiplier and \\т\\ <_ 1. Furthermore ST = 
id,,,-, and so Τ is an isometry. M(GJ 
Using these maps S and Τ we have 
3.2.25 Theorem. Let G be an Abelian group. 
(i) There is an L1 (G) -isomorphism (М(С) ,М(С)) ^ L (G) , which 
carries μβν€ СМ(С)в MCG))
e
 to μ*νε L (G) , μ,ve M(G) . 
Cii) There is a C-isomorphism 
tMCG)eiMCG))/(M(G)eiM(G)) ^ M СС)вМ (G) 
L· L 6 ^ S S 
which c a r r i e s (μβν) + (М(С)в M(G)) t o μ θν . 
( i i i ) M(G)eTM(G) = T(M(G)) + (Μίϋίβ,ΝΚΰ)) . L· L O 
(iv) There is an L(G)-isomorphism 
(M(G)eLM(G))/(M(G)eLM(G))o 2iM(G) 
in which με M(G) corresponds to (μβδ) + (M(G)8 M(G)) in the 
quotient space. 
(v) (M(G)eLM(G))o = { ° у.^^М(С)в ьМ(С): ? μ.*ν1 = 0}. 
i=l i=l 
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Proof. The proof of (i) is similar to the 'L (G)-case', Th. 3.2.21(1). 
(ii) This follows immediately from Th. 1.3.19.It follows also from (i) 
and the preceding theorem. 
(iii) and (v) First remark that TCM(G))η Ker S = {0}. Suppose 
x€M(G)eLM(G), then χ = (TS)χ + (x - {TS)*), where (TSjxe Г(М(С)) and 
χ - (TS)xe Ker S. So we have to prove Ker 5 = (14(0)8 M (G)) . 
By a remark after 1.3.5 every element in M(G)8.M(G) has a convergent 
expansion of the form Ε μ.βν,, y.,v.6M(G). £?(Σ μ.Θν.) = Ε μ.*ν.. 
Thus E .в
 і
е Ker S if and only if Εμ^ν. = 0. Ε μ.βν.ε (М(С)в M(G)) 
if and only if f*(E μ.βν.) = 0 for all fe L (G) . If f e L1 (G), then 
f*(Σ μ.βν.) = Ε (ί*μ.)βν. = Ε ββ(£*μ.*ν.) = Ε (ί*ί)Θ(μ.*ν.) = 
4
 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
ίβ(Ε μ.*ν.). ν
 ι V 
Now let Σ μ.βν.e Ker S. Then Ε μ.*ν. = 0 . Hence f*(Ε μ.βν.) = 0 for i l i l ν ι ι·" 
all fe L (G), and Σ UjBv.e (М(С) M(G)) . 
On the other hand suppose Σ μ.βν.€ (M(G)8 M(G)) . If fe Ц (G), then 
0 = f*(E μ.βν.) = fe(E μ.*ν.). Hence, 0 = 5(ίβ(Σ μ.*ν.)) = f*(E μ.*ν.), 
So Σ μ.*ν. = 0 and Σ μ.βν.e Ker S. 
1 1 i l 
(iv) By (iii) we only have to show that μ •* μθδ + (M(G)e M(G)) 
is an isometry. If
 u
e M(G) and xe (M(G)8
r
M(G)) then χ e Ker S 
Li О 
and ||μβδ + (M(G)8LM(G))o| I <_ | | μθί | | = ||μ|| = ||(5Τ)μ|| = 
Ι ^ (^(μ) + x) I I 5. | ^ (μ) + x| | = | |μβδ + x| | . Therefore our map 
is an isometry. 0 
3.3 1-dimensional submodules 
Let G be a locally compact group. Suppose the Banach space, C, of the 
complex numbers is a non-trivial L.. (G)-module with module multipli-
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cation *. Then the map f -* f*l is an algebra homomorphism from 
L.(G) to C. So there exists a continuous character q of G such that 
£*a = (friqd\)oL for all f € L. (G) , α ed. 
ϋ 1 
3.3.1 Definition. For a continuous character q of G we define the 
L-CG)-module <L as the Banach space Œ with the module multiplication 
(ί,α) -»• (^fqdX)a from L (G) x I into C. 
Obviously, 1С is an essential left and right L, (G)-module. Œ has a q 1 q 
shift (s.a) -»• q(s)a from G χ Œ into С with which Œ is a module with 
q q q 
shift. 
LET q BE A FIXED CONTINUOUS CHARACTER OF G NOW. 
ALL THE MODULE MULTIPLICATIONS ARE DENOTED BÏ *. 
3.3.2 Definition. Let V be an L (G) -module. 
By Vq we denote sp{f*v - (/GfqdX)v:f € L (G) , v€V}. 
v" is a submodule of V, because if i.e. V is a left L.(G)-module and 
f.gei^CG), v6V then g*(f*v - (.^fqdXM = (g*f).v - (J^fqdX^v = 
(g*f)*v - (ƒ (g*f)qdX)v - (ƒ fqdX)(g*v - (/GgqdX)v) is an element of V4. 
2.3.3 Theorem. Let V be a module with shift. Then: 
Ci) sp{vs - q(s)v:veV,seG}cV4; 
Cii) sp{v - q(s)v:v e V,s 6G} = V4 in case V is essential. 
Proof. Let Τ be a continuous linear map from V to I . Then Τ is an 
L1 (G)-multiplier if and only if Τ = 0 on V . Τ is shift-invariant if 
and only if Τ = 0 on spiv - q(s)v:v€V,s€G}. Assertions (i) and (ii) 
now follow by applying Th. 3.1.10 and Th. 3.1.11. β 
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If V = Ь
ш
(С) and qi i s the c h a r a c t e r 1, then not n e c e s s a r i l y 
sp{v - v : v e V , s € G } = V q i , see Th. 3.1.10 and Rudin [23] . 
3.3.4 Example. Let V = Ц (G) . Then by the preceding theorem 
L ^ G ) 4 = sp{f.g - ( ^ f q d X J g i f . g e L j i G ) } 
= sp{f
s
 - q ( s ) f : £ e L 1 ( G ) , s e G } 
= {f e i ^ C G ^ f q d X = 0 } . 
In thfe sequel we view I as an L (G)-L (G)-bimodule so t ha t 
VS.С i s an L,(G)-module. 
L q l 
3.3.5 Theorem. Let V be an L,(G)-module. 
There is an L.(G)-isomorphism 
в, С ·* V/Vq 
L q = 
in which νθα corresponds to αν + Vq, v€V,a6C . 
Proof. The proof is similar to the С -case, Th. 1.3.14. 
By Cor. 2.1.6 and the preceding theorem we have 
3.3.5 Corollary. Let V be an L CG) -module. 
There is an L.(G)-isomorphism 
V /(V ) 4 2i V/Vq 
in which ν + (V )" in V /(V ) 4 corresponds to ν + ν" in V/v". 
3.3.7 Definition. Let V be an L (G)-module. 
By V we denote {vev:f*v = (J\,fqdX)v for all f€L, (G)}. q υ 1 
V is an essential submodule of V. V = V if and only if 
q q 
V 4 = {0}. If Tev*. then ТЕ (V*) if and only if Τ = 0 on Vq. 
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By the remark in the beginning of this section we see that v€V 
generates a 1-dimensional submodule of V if and only if either v€V , 
certain continuous character q of G, or v€ V . 
n
 о 
3.3.8 Theorem. Let V be an L (G)-module. There is an L(G)-isomorphism 
(V*) % (V/Vq)* 
in which TE CV*) corresponds to S e (V/V4)* defined by S (ν + Ч) = Tv 
for all ve V. 
Proof. There are I-isomorphisms 
(V*) = Hom (V.d ) ^ Hom (V,(Œ )*)^ ( в Œ )* ^  (V/V4)* 
The correspondence is the one mentioned. 0 
3.3.9 Theorem. Let V be an L (G)-module. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(i) The map ν ·+· νθΐ is an isometric L (G) -multiplier 
tL1(G)-isomorphism] from V to I , 
(ii) The map ν •* ν + V 4 is an isometric L (G) -multiplier 
[L (G)-isomorphism] from V toV/Vq. 
Ciii) The restriction map is a quotient map [L (G)-isomorphism] 
from (V*) to (V )*. 
Proof. Assertions Ci) and (ii) are equivalent by Th.3.3.5. Assertions 
(ii) and (iii) are equivalent by Th. 3.3.8 and by the fact that a 
continuous linear map is an isometry if and only if the adjoint map is 
a quotient map. 0 
The essential submodule, V , of a left L (G)-module V has a unique 
shift (s.v) •+ ν from G χ V to V such that V is a module with shift. v
 '
 J
 s е е e 
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Using this shift we have: 
3.3.10 Theorem. Let V be a left L (G)-module. Then 
V = {vev :v = q(s)v for all s EG}. 
Proof. Let (e.3T be an approximate identity for L. CG) . If v€V , then 
v£V and ν = lim. fe.) *v = lim. (/-fe·) qdXìv = lim. (/.e.qq(s)dX)v 
= q(s)lim. (e.*v) = q(s)v for all s€G. Conversely, let vCV such 
J J ^ 
that ν = q(s)v for all s eG. Then f*v = /fCs)v .ids = If Cs)qCs"1)vds 
= (/_fqdX)v for all feLJG). 0 
Combining the previous theorem with Th. 3.1.7 we immediately obtain 
the following corollary. 
3.3.11 Corollary. Let V be an order-free module with shift. Then 
V = {veV:v = qCs)v for all s e G} . 
We shall denote the set {aq:aeŒ} by tiq}. 
3.3.22 Corollary, (i) Let V be L CG)· 1 I P < M. or С CG). 
If G is non-compact then V = {0}. If G is compact then V = Œ{q}. 
(ii) LeCG)q = C{q}. 
Proof. Let feL (G), 1 <^  ρ <^  », or feC
o
CG). Suppose that f = q(s)f 
for all seG. Define g = qf. Then g€L (G), 1 <^  ρ <_«, or g e С CG) 
and g = g for all s€G. That means that g is a constant function. 
Hence for non-compact G and g e L (G) , 1 <^  ρ < », or g 6 С (G) we have 
g = 0, so f = 0. If f€Lœ(G), then f = gqCCCq}. If G is compact, then 
the constant functions are elements of L (G) , 1 <^  ρ <_ », and С CG), 
so f = gqeCCqh 0 
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3.3.13 Corollary, (i) There is an L, CG) -isomorphism L, (G)/L., (G)4 -ъ С . 
1 1 1 = q 
(ii) If G is compact and 1 f_ Ρ 5_ 0O» then there are L. (G) -isomorphisms 
L (G)/L CG)q ^  I and C(G)/C(G)q ^ I . 
(iii) If G is non-compact and 1 < ρ < », then L (G)4 = L (G) and С (G)4 
=C
o
(G). 
Proof. By Th. 3.3.8 we have 
(Lp(G)/Lp(G)
4)* ¡j. (Lp(G)*)qbr7CG)q = Lpl(G)-for 1 1 ρ < -. 
(C
o
(G)/C
o
CG)q)* 2i (C0(G)*) 2iM(G) ^L^CG) = L (G)- and for compact 
G: (LJGVLJG) 4)* ^ (L^CG)*) ^ О С ) = L-CG)-. The remainder follows 
from the preceding corollary. ° 
We remark that for L (G)/L (G) , in case G is non-compact, the situation 
is more difficult. 
If G is amenable (Def. 3.3.18) and if q^  is the continuous character 
1 then (L CG)*) )ί {0}. Therefore L (G)/L (G)41 f {0}. If G is a 
OD Q -ι 00 OD 
σ-compact, non-compact, amenable group, then (L (G)*) and so 
L (G)/L (G)4* are infinite dimensional, see [2]. 
For compact groups we have the following situation. 
3.3.14 Theorem. Let G be compact and let V be an L. (G)-module. 
Then V = {q*v:ve V} = {v€ V:q*v = v}. 
q 
Proof. If ve V then ν = (.f-qqdXjv = q*v. 
q Li 
If v€ V then q* (q*v) = q*v. 
If ve V such that q*v = v, then f*v = f * Cq*v) = 
(f*q)*v or (q*f)*v = (ƒ fqdX)q*v = (f qfdX~)v. This completes 
the proof. 0 
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3.3.15 Theorem. Let G be compact and let V be an L1 (G)- lodule. 
Then there is an L (G)-isomorphism 
в, С -ν- V L q = q 
in which νβα corresponds to oq*v, v£ V, a€ С . 
The inverse map is ν -*• νθΐ from V to Д . 
У
 q L q 
Proof. The bilinear map (ν,α) -»• aq*v from V χ С to V is 
q q 
L (G)-balanced and of norm less than or equal to 1. We show that V 
with this bilinear map has the universal tensor product property. 
Let X be a Banach space and let ф€ Bil, (V,Œ ;X). Define Τ from V 
L q q 
to X by Tv = φ(ν,1) for all б V . Then Τ is linear and | |Τν| | = 
I ІФО.І) I | <. | |φ| | | |v| | for all ve V . Moreover T(aq*v) = ф(с^* ,1) = 
Φ(ν,ας*1) = φ(ν,α) for all veV, aeC and so | |τ| | = | |φ | |. ° 
3.3.16 Theorem. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G is compact. 
(ii) The map £-»•£ + L.CG) 4 is an L(G)-isomorphism from L (G) to 
L^GJ/L^G) 4. 
(iii) For any L (G) -module V the map ν -»· ν + ^ is an L (G)-isomorphism 
from V to V/V4. 
q 
(iv) For any L (G) -module V the map ν •+ νβΐ is an L (G)-isomorphism 
from V to в,С . q L q 
(ν) For any L (G)-module V the restriction map is an 
L (G)-isomorphism from (V*) to (V )*. 
Proof. By Th. 3.3.9 we have Cui), (iv) and (v) are equivalent. The 
previous theorem shows that (i] implies (iv) . Trivially (iii) implies 
(ii). Furthermore it is easily seen that (ii) implies (i) since for 
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non-compact G we have L (G) = {0} and L (G)/L (G) 4 ^ C (Cor. 3.3.12 
and Cor. 3.3.13). β 
3.3.17 Corollary. If G is compact and V is an L (G)-module, then 
V = V + V 4. 
q 
3.3.18 Definition. A locally compact group G is said to be amenable 
if there exists M e L ^ G ) * such that M(f*h) = (/ fdX)M(h) for all 
fEL (G), hei^CG), Μ(1) = 1 and | |м| | = 1 . 
Although this is not the usual definition of an amenable group, 
it is well-known that our definition is equivalent with the original 
one. 
Compact groups and Abelian groups are amenable. 
3.3.19 Theorem. Let G be amenable and let V be an L (G)-module. Then 
the map ν •* ν + \P is an isometric L (G) -multiplier from V to V/v". 
Proof. We may suppose that 
(i) V is an essential L (G)-module (by Cor. 3.3.6). 
(ii) V is a left L.(G)-module, otherwise consider the left 
L (G)-module V. 
Let we V and let Re V* such that |R(w) | = | |w| | and | |R| | <_ 1. 
We construct Se (V*) such that |S(w)| = | |w| | and ||s|| <_1, because 
in that case we have for vev": | |w + v|| >_ |S(w) + S(v)| = |S(w)| = 
||w||. Hence ||w + V 4| = ||w|| and the proof is done. 
G is amenable, so there exists Me L^CG)* such that M(f*h) = 
(ƒ fdA)M(h) for all f € L (G) , h e L J G ) , M(l) = 1 and | |м| | <_ 1. 
V is an essential left L (G)-module, so there exists a unique shift 
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(s,ν) ->• ν in V such that V is a module with shift. For veV define 
\> by v(s) = q(s)R(v
s
) for all se G. Then v6 ^(G) . If f e L (G), ν€ V 
and se G then (f*v)-(s) - q(s)Rî;f*v) ) = q(s)R(f ,v) = 
q(s)R(;fs(t)vt.1dt) = qCs);Gf(st)R(vt.1)dt = qCs) ί
β
ί (t)R(vt.ls)dt = 
q(s)/Gf(t)q(t"
1
s)v(t"1s)dt = ^ ( f q K t M r ^ d t = Cfq*v) (s) . 
Define the desired map S from V to С by S(v) = M(v), veV. Then 
Se(V*) since (f*S)(v) = S(f*v) = M((f*v)-) = M(fq*v) = (./VfqdX)M(v) q b 
(ƒ fqdX)SCv) for all f € L (G), v€V. Furthermore, wCs) = q(s)R(w ) = 
q(s)R(q(s)w) = R(w) for all s eG. Hence Sfw) = M(w) = R(w)M(l) = R(w) , 
Therefore |S(w)| = |R(W)| = ||w||. Obviously ||s|| <_ 1. β 
3.3.20 Theorem. The following are equivalent: 
(i) G is amenable. 
(ii) The map h ->• h + [^(G)4 is an isometric L (G) -multiplier from 
LfG) to L
oo
(G)/L
oo
(G)q. 
CO Q 00 OO 
(iii) For any L (G)-module V the map ν -• ν + V 4 is an isometric 
LAG) -multiplier from V to V/Vq. 
(iv) For any Ц (G)-module V the map ν -»• νΘΙ is an isometric 
L. (Gì -multiplier from V to νβ,Ι . 1 v ' v q L q 
(v) For any L.(G)-module V the restriction map is a quotient map 
from (V*) to (V )*. 
q q 
Proof. By Th. 3.3.9 we have (iii], (iv) and (v) are equivalent. The 
previous theorem shows that (i) implies (iii). Trivially (iii) implies 
(ii). Now suppose that (ii) holds. Then, by Th. 3.3.8 there exists 
TetLJG)*) such that T(q) = 1 and | |τ| | = 1. Define МеЬ
ш
(С)* by 
M(h) = T(hq) for all hCL (G) . Then M(l) = 1 , | |м| | = 1 and M(f*h) = 
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= T((f*h)q) = T(fq*hq) = (7GfqqdX)T(hq) = (/GfdX)MCh) for all f e L (G) . 
he L (G) . Hence G is amenable. ° 
3.3.PI Corollary. If G is amenable and V is an L (G)-module, then 
V nvq = {0}. 
q 
It is known that amenability of G is equivalent to (L (G)*) ^ {0} 
and equivalent to (C (G)*) φ {0}, q^  is the character 1. Hence 
if G is not amenable, then by Th. 3.3.8 L^fG) = L^G) 4! and 
С CG) = С (G)ql. Thus L (G)qin L (G) / {0} and 
С (G)qln С (G) )ί {0}. 
ru ru qj 
3.3.22 Theorem. Let G be amenable and let V be a reflexive 
L. (G) -module. Then the map ν -*• ν + V is an Ц (G)-isomorphism from 
V to V/Vq. Thus V = V + Vq. 
q q 
Proof. We prove that the restriction map R is an L(G)-isomorphism 
from (V*) to (V )*. By Th. 3.3.20 R is a quotient map. Thus we only 
ч 4 
have to prove that R is infective. Let k€ (V*) , к ^ 0. Suppose 
R(k) = 0, thus к = 0 on V . V is reflexive, so there exists we V such 
that k(w) ,ί 0 and p(w) = 0 for all ρ € (V*)q, since (V*) n(V*)q = {0}. 
Thus 0 = (f*j - (/GfqdX)jKw) = j (f*w - C^fqdX)*) for all f e Lj (G), 
j€V*. Therefore w €V , but this is in contradiction to k(w) φ 0. The 
4 
present theorem follows from 3.3.9. 0 
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C H A P T E R 4 
INJECTIVE AND PROJECTIVE BANACH MODULES 
4.1 Free and projective Banach modules 
In the first section of this chapter we introduce the notion of a free 
Banach module and show that if the Banach algebra has an identity 
element, every essential module is isomorphic to a quotient of a free 
module (Th. 4.1.4). We shall extend Semadeni's definition ([25]; 24.6.1) 
of a projective object in the category of Banach spaces and linear 
contractions to the case of Banach modules and contractive multipliers. 
We show that the projective Banach modules have the properties we can 
expect. 
If the Banach algebra has an identity element e we require that 
Hell = 1. 
4.1.1 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra, let V be an A-module 
and let J be some set. L(J,V) will denote the direct sum, SV., of 
(V.)j where V. = V for all j e J (Def. 1.3.21) . 
4.1.2 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity element. 
An A-module V is said to be free if there exists a set J such that V 
is Α-isomorphic to LfJ.A). 
Obviously, A is a free A-module and every free A-module is essential. 
4.1.3 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra. Let V and W be A-modules. 
An A-multiplier S from V to W is called an A-supermorphism if 
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I |s| I <_ 1 and for every w € W there exists v € V such that Sv = w and 
IMI = IMI. 
4.1.4 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity element. For 
every essential A-module V there exist a free A-module W and an 
A-supermorphism from W to V. 
Hence every essential A-module is Α-isomorphic to a quotient of a 
free A-module. 
Proof. Let V be an essential A-module. Let J = {veV:||v|| = 1}. Then 
the map f ·*· Σ f Cv) ν is an A-supermorphism from L(J,A) to V. β 
J 
4.1.5 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra. A left (right) A-module V 
is said to be A-projective if for any left Cright) A-module U and W, 
for any A-supermorphism S from U to W and for any Α-multiplier Τ from 
V to W, there exists an Α-multiplier R from V to U such that 
||R|| = ||T|| and SR = T. 
An equivalent formulation is: 
A left (right) A-module V is said to be Α-projective if for any 
left (right) A-module U and W, for any A-supermorphism S, from U to W 
and for any Α-multiplier Τ from V to W, | |τ| | <_ 1, there exists an 
Α-multiplier R from V to U, | |R| | <_ 1, such that SR = Τ which means 
that the diagram 
s
 I ч 
W « V 
τ 
is commutative. 
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4.1.6 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity element. Then 
A is A-projective. 
Proof. Let e be the identity element of A. Let U and W be A-modules, 
let S be an A-supermorphism from U to W and let Τ be an A-multiplier 
from A to W. S is an A-supermorphism, so there is ueU such that 
S Cu) = Τ (e) and | ]u| | = | |T(e) | | . Define R from A to U by R(a) = au 
for all a € A. Then R is the desired map. Hence A is Α-projective. 0 
4.1.7 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V and W be left 
(right) A-modules. W is a retract of V if there exists an isometric 
Α-multiplier I from W to V and an A-multiplier Ρ from V to W with 
| |P| | <_ 1 and PI = id . 
As in the algebraic case and in the Banach space case we have 
4.1.8 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then every retract of an 
Α-projective module is again A-projective. 
Proof. Let V and W be A-modules, let V be A-projective and let W be 
a retract of V. Consider any diagram 
X 
S 
Y <! W 
Τ 
in which S is an A-supermorphism and | | τ | | <_ 1. W is a retract of V, 
so there exists an isometric A-multiplier I from W to V and an 
A-multiplier Ρ from V to W such that | |P| | <^1 and PI = i d
w
. Since 
V is A-projective, we can embed the diagram (on the left) 
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χ χ 
s Ι s 
Y< W< V Y « — w < — ^ 
T P T P 
i n t o a commutative diagram (on the r i g h t ) . Then the diagram below 
i s commutative (and i t follows t h a t W i s A - p r o j e c t i v e ) : 
X 
S I \ R I 
Y < — w 
τ 
4.1.9 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Let (VO T be a family of 
A-modules. Then the direct sum, ÖV., of (V.)T is Α-projective if and 
only if each V. is A-projective. 
Proof. Let V. be A-projective for all j £J. Consider any diagram 
X 
S 
Y< . 
I 
I -J. 
in which S is an A-supermorphism and | |Τ| | <_ 1. Let j £ J and let 
E. be the embedding from V. into ®V.. Since V. is A-projective we 
J 3 J 3 v 
can embed the diagram (on the left) 
X 
S 
Y < в .< V. 
Τ
 J
 E. 
3 
into a commutative diagram (on the right). 
By the universal property of the direct sum, there exists a unique 
Α-multiplier R from . to X such that RE. = R. for all je J. 
J 3 3 
||R|| = sup. | IR. | | <_1. Then the diagram below is commutative, so 
. is A-projective . 
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4ч« 
Y < — . 
τ
 J 
Conversely, since V. is a retract of ., projectivity of . implies 
that of V., for all j e J (Th. 4.1.8). 0 
By Th. 4.1.6 and Th. 4.1.9 we have 
4.1.10 Corollary. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity element. 
Then every free A-module is A-projective. 
4.1.11 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let U and W be left 
(right) A-modules. If S is an A-supermorphism from U to W and W is 
A-projective, then there exists an isometric A-multiplier I from W 
to U such that SI = id... Then W is a retract of U. h 
Proof. Apply Def. 4.1.5 to Τ = id,,,. 0 
By Th. 4.1.4 and Th. 4.1.11 we have 
4.1.12 Corollary. Let A be a Banach algebra with an identity element. 
Then, an essential A-module is A-projective if and only if it is a 
retract of a free A-module. 
It should be noted that not every A-projective essential module is 
a free A-module. Let A = С « Œ with pointwise multiplication and with 
the maximum norm. Then A is a Banach algebra with identity element. 
If W is the essential A-module Œ with the module operation (α,8)*γ = 
ar, (α,ß)ε Α, γ 6W, then W is a retract of A, so W is A-projective. 
But W is not a free A-module. 
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Because of the simplicity of essential modules, in case the Banach 
algebra has an identity element, it is convenient to consider another 
description of projectivity, involving only essential modules. However 
this and the original one turn out to be the same: 
4.1.13 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with identity element. 
Let V be an essential left Cright) A-module. Then V is A-projective 
if and only if for any essential left (right) A-module U and W, for 
any A-supermorphism S from U to W and for any Α-multiplier Τ from V 
to W, there exists an Α-multiplier R from V to U such that 
||R|| = ||T|I and SR = T. 
Proof. Let us prove the non-trivial part. Let U and W be A-modules. 
Let S be an A-supermorphism from U to W and let Τ be an A-multiplier 
from V to W. U is an A-module, so U = U + U where U is the essential 
e o e 
submodule and U is the order submodule of U. Let S, denote the 
о 1 
restriction of S to U .To show that S is an A-supermorphism from 
U to W , let w e W . Since S is an A-supermorphism from U to W, 
there exists u e u such that S(u) = w and ||u|| = ||w||. But u = 
eu + (u - eu), eu € U , u - eu e U , where e is the identity element 
of A. However w = S(eu) because w = S(u) = S(eu + (u - eu)) = 
S (eu) + S(u - eu) = S (eu) . Moreover | |w| | = | |S(eu) | | <_ | |eu| | <^  | |u| | 
= ||w||. By our assumption and by the fact that U and W are 
essential A-modules there exists an A-multiplier R from V to U such 
r
 e 
that ||R|I = ||Τ|| and S R = T. Then R is the desired map from V to 
U because SR = S R = T. Hence V is A-projective. 0 
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By Semadeni's definition ([25]; 24.6.1) a Banach space V is a 
projective object in the category of Banach spaces and linear 
contractions if and only if for any Banach space U and W, for any 
Œ-supermorphism S from U to W and for any linear contraction Τ from 
V to W, there exists a linear contraction R from V to U such that SR = 
T. 
By taking A = Œ in Th. 4.1.13 we get 
4.1.14 Corollary. Let V be an essential Œ-module (i-e. V is a Banach 
space and the module multiplication is the scalar multiplication). 
Then V is C-projective if and only if V is a projective object in 
the category of Banach spaces and linear contractions. 
By Semadeni ([25]; 24.1 and 27.4.4) we know that a Banach space V is 
a projective object in the category of Banach spaces and linear 
contractions if and only if V is a free Banach space, that means 
V = 1.(3), for some set S. 
4.1.15 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be a left (right) 
A-module. If V is Α-projective then for any right (left) A-module 
U and W and for any isometric A-multiplier I from U to W the tensor 
product mapping ieid
v
 is an.isometry from ΙΙΘ V to We.V. 
Proof. First remark that a continuous linear map is an isometry if and 
only if the adjoint map is a I-supermorphism. Let V be Α-projective and 
let I be an isometric A-multiplier from U to W. We have to prove that 
(leid,,)* is a I-supermorphism from Horn (V,W*) to Horn, (V,U*) . Let 
Τ e Hom.(V,U*). I* is an A-supermorphism from W* to U*. Hence there 
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exists кеНопідС .І *) such that ||R|| = ||т|| and I*R = T, because V is 
A-projective. But that means (leid )* is a Œ-supermorphism because 
(leidyfR = Τ and ||(ieid
v
)*|| = ||ieid
v
|| <_ 1. 0 
If a Banach algebra A has an identity element then A is A-projective 
CTh. 4.1.6). However we will show that for non-discrete G, L (G) is 
not L1CG)-projective (Th. 4.3.11). But if L (G) is not L(G)-projective, 
then the converse of the preceding theorem is not true. It is an open 
question whether A-projectivity of A implies that A has an identity 
element. 
4.1.16 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. A is the Banach algebra 
with identity C0,1) containing A as a subalgebra (see 1.2.10(b)). Let 
V be an essential A -module. Then V is in a natural way an A-module 
and V is A -projective if and only if V is A-projective. 
Proof. Suppose V is A -projective. Let X and Y be A-modules. Let S 
be an A-supermorphism from X to Y and let Τ be an Α-multiplier from 
V to Y. X and Y are essential A -modules by defining (a,a)x = ax + αχ, 
for all (a,a)e A and x£X(xeY)· Then S is an A -supermorphism from 
X to Y. V is an essential A -module, so Τ is an A -multiplier. Hence 
u u
 r 
there exists an A -multiplier R from V to X such that ||т|| = ||R|| 
and SR = T. Obviously R is an A-multiplier. Thus, V is A-projective. 
By Th. 4.1.13 the converse is proved similarly. 0 
4.1.17 Corollary. A is A-projective. 
4.1.18 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then for every A-module V 
there exist a projective A-module W and an A-supermorphism from W to V. 
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Hence every A-module is A-isomorphic to a quotient of a projective 
A-module. 
Proof. Let V be an A-module. Then V is in a natural way an essential 
A -module. By Th. 4.1.4 there exist a free A -module W and an A -super-
u u u
 r 
morphism S from W to V. By restriction W is an A-module and by 
Th. 4.1.16 and Cor. 4.1.10 W is A-projective. Obviously S is an 
A-supermorphism from W to V. " 
4.1.19 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be a left (right) 
A-module. Then V is Α-projective if and only if for any left (right) 
A-module W and for any A-supermorphism S from W to V there exists an 
isometric A-multiplier I from V to W such that SI = id... 
Proof. Necessity: See Th. 4.1.11. 
Sufficiency: By Th. 4.1.18 there exist a projective A-module W and 
an A-supermorphism S from W to V. By our assumption there exists an 
isometric Α-multiplier I from V to W such that SI = id... Thus V is 
a retract of W, and by Th. 4.1.8 V is Α-projective. β 
4.2 Injective Banach modules 
In this section we shall be concerned with the notion of injective 
Banach modules. We show that every Banach module is contained in a 
'unique smallest' injective Banach module, which is called an 
injective envelope. 
4.2.1 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra. A left (right) A-module V 
is said to be A-injective if for any left (right) A-module U and W, 
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for any isometric Α-multiplier I from U to W and for any A-multiplier 
Τ from U to V, there exists an A-multiplier R from W to V such that 
||R|| = ||T|I and RI = T. 
An equivalent formulation is: 
A left (right) A-module V is said to be A-injective if for any left 
(right) A-module U and W, for any isometric A-multiplier I from U to 
W and for any A-multiplier Τ from U to V, | |τ| | <^  1, there exists an 
A-multiplier R from W t o V , ||R|| <_1, such that RI = Τ which means 
that the diagram 
Τ 
U »V 1
 i/ R 
УГ 
is commutative. 
The map R is called an extension of T. 
4.2.2 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be an A-module. 
If V is A-projective then V* is A-injective. 
Proof. Consider any diagram 
Τ 
и — » ν * 
Λ 
w 
in which I is an isometric A-multiplier and ||т|| f_ 1. The adjoint 
map I* of I is an A-supermorphism from W* to U*. Let T* denote the 
restriction of T* to V and suppose V is Α-projective. Then we can 
embed the diagram (on the left) 
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w* 
- Ι 
u * < — ν 
τ
ΐ 
into a commutative diagram (on the 
W* 
Η \R 
U*« ν 
Τ
ΐ 
right) . 
Let R* denote the restriction of R* to W. ||R*|| <_ HR*]! = 
||R|| <_ 1. Then the diagram below is commutative, so V* is A-injective. 
Τ 
U »V* 
I 
W 
і/ч 
The converse of Th. 4.2.2 is in general not true: 
(i) L^CG) is L1CG)-injective (Cor. 4.2.11) while L (G) is not 
L (G)-projective for non-discrete G (Th. 4.3.11). 
(ii) (Œ )* ^  (E is L (G)-injective if and only if G is amenable 
(Th. 4.3.2). Œ is L (G)-projective if and only if G is compact 
(Th. 4.3.1). It also follows that 'if V is A-injective then V* is 
A-projective' is not true. 
(iii) See 4.2.14 for A = (Г. 
4.2.3 Corollary. A * is A-injective. 
We shall omit the proofs of the next two theorems because they are 
similar to the proofs in the 'projective' case (Th. 4.1.8 and Th. 4.1.9) 
4.2.4 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Then every retract of an 
A-injective module is again A-injective. 
4.2.5 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Let ( .)т be a family of 
J •J 
A-modules. Then the direct product, П ., of (V.) is A-injective if 
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and only if each V. is A-injective. 
4.2.6 Definition. Let A be a Banach algebra, let V be an A-module and 
let J be some set. B(J,V) will denote the direct product, П . of 
(V.)τ where V. = V for al1 i e J . 
Then B(J,V) is the A-module of all bounded functions from J into V, 
provided with the supremum norm and with the module structure 
(aQHJ) = aQ(j), for all a€A, QeB(J,V), j eJ. 
By the preceding theorem we obtain 
4.2.7 Corollary. Let A be a Banach algebra, let V be an A-module and 
let J be some set. Then B(J,V) is A-injective if and only if V is 
A-injective. 
4.2.8 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be an A-module. Then 
there exists an injective A-module W and an isometric A-multiplier 
from V into W. We may choose W such that W = В(J,A * ) , for some set J. 
Hence every A-module is Α-isomorphic to a submodule of an injective 
A-module. 
Proof. By Th. 4.1.18 there exist a set J and an A-supermorphism S from 
L(J,A ) to V*. The adjoint operator S* of S is an isometric A-multiplier 
from V** to (L(J,A ))*. Identifying (L(J,A ))* and В (J, A *) 
(see Prop. 1.3.22) we have an isometric A-multiplier from V** to 
B(J,A * ) . Embedding V in V** we obtain the present theorem. 0 
As in the Banach space case we have: 
4.2.9 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Let V be a left (right) 
A-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) V is A-injective. 
(ii) If U and W are left (right) A-modules, if I is an isometric 
Α-multiplier from V to U and Τ is an Α-multiplier from V to W, 
then there exists an Α-multiplier R from U to W such that 
||R|I = ||T|I and RI = T. 
(iii) If U is a left (right) A-module and I is an isometric A-multi-
plier from V to U, then there exists an Α-multiplier Ρ from 
U to V such that | |P] | <_ 1 and PI = id . 
Proof. We are going to show the implications 
(i) * (ii) * (iii) * (i). Suppose that V ji {0}. 
Assume (i). Let U and W be A-modules. Let I be an isometric A-multi-
plier from V to U and let Τ be an A-multiplier from V to W. V is 
A-injective so there exists an A-multiplier Ρ from U to V such that 
||P|| = 1 and PI = id . Now define the desired A-multiplier R from U 
to W by R = TP. Then RI = TPI = Τ and ||R|| = ||ΤΡ|| < ||τ|| = 
I I T P I | Ι ι I|TP|I = I|R|I. 
Assume (ii) and consider an A-module U and an isometric A-multiplier 
I from V to U. By (ii), there exists an A-multiplier R from U to V 
such that ||R|| = ||id || = 1 and RI = id . 
Now, assume (iii). Let U and W be A-modules. Let I be an isometric 
A-multiplier from U to W and let T be an A-multiplier from U to V. 
By Th. 4.2.8 there exists an infective A-module X and an isometric 
A-multiplier J from V to X. X is A-injective, so there exists an 
A-multiplier R from W to X such that RI = JT and ||R|| = |¡αϊ!|. 
By (iii) there exists an A-multiplier Ρ from X to V such that 
| |p| | = 1 and PJ = id... Now define the A-multiplier Q from W to V by 
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Q = PR. Then QI = PRI = PJT = Τ and | IQ] | = | (PR! | <_ | |R| | = | |JT| | <_ 
IlTlI = IIQ1!I 1 I IQ!I· Hence V is A-injective. 0 
4.2.10 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Let V be a left (right) 
A-module. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) V* is A-injective. 
(ii) If U and W are right (left) A-modules and if I is an isometric 
A-multiplier from U to W, then the tensor product mapping 
I9id
v
 is an isometry from US V to WS V. 
(iii) If X and Y are left (right) A-modules, if S is an A-supermorphism 
from X to Y and if Τ is an Α-multiplier from V to Y then there 
is an Α-multiplier R from V to X** such that S**R = j Τ and 
R |T||. (Here J Y is the embedding from Y into Y**). 
Proof. We are going to show the implications 
(i) - (ii) - (iii) * (i). 
Assume (i). Let U and W be A-modules and let I be an isometric 
Α-multiplier from U to W. We show that the operator (leid )* is a 
Œ-superinorphism from HomA(W,V*) to Horn (U,V*) . Let Τ e Horn.(U.V*). 
V* is A-injective, so there exists Re Hom.(W,V*) such that 
||R|| = ||Τ|| and RI = T. But then (I8id
v
)* R = T, so (ISidy)* is a 
C-supermorphism, because | | (leid,,)* | | = ||ieid
v
|| <_ 1. Therefore 
leid is an isometry. 
Assume (ii). Let X and Y be A-modules. Let S be an A-supermorphism from 
X to Y and let Τ be an A-multiplier from V to Y. S* is an isometric 
Α-multiplier from Y* to X*, so the tensor product mapping S*eid is 
an isometry from Υ*β V to Χ*β V. Hence (S*eid
v
)* is d-supermorphism 
from Horn ( Д**) to Hom (V,Y**) . Therefore there exists Re Horn (V,X**) 
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such that (S*8id )*R = jyT and ||R|| = ||ί
γ
τ|| = ||τ||. But a straight­
forward computation shows (S*eid
v
)*R = S**R. 
Now assume (iii) . Let U and W be A-modules and let I be an isometric 
A-multiplier from U to W. Let Τ be an Α-multiplier from U to V*. I* is 
an A-supermorphism from W* to U*. The restriction T* of T* to V is an 
A-multiplier from V to U*. So there exists an A-multiplier R from V 
to W*** such that I***R = jy^T* and ||R|| = ||T*||. Now, the desired 
A-multiplier is R* the restriction of R* to W. An easy computation 
shows R*I = Τ and |IR*!| = ||τ||. Hence V* is A-injective. 0 
4.2.11 Corollary. Let A be a Banach algebra with an approximate 
identity. By Th. 2.1.5 and the preceding theorem it follows A* is 
A-injective. Hence, if S is any set then B(S,A*) is A-injective. 
In case the Banach algebra has an identity element, for essential 
modules injectivity and the restricted notion of injectivity are the 
same. The proof is similar to the proof in the 'projective' case 
(Th. 4.1.13): 
4.2.12 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra with an identity element. 
Let V be an essential left (right) A-module. Then V is A-injective if 
and only if for any essential left (right) A-module U and W, for any 
isometric A-multiplier I from U to W and for any A-multiplier Τ from 
U to V, there exists an A-multiplier R from W to V such that 
||R|| = ||Т|I and RI = T. 
By Semadeni's definition ([25]; 24.6.1) a Banach space V is an 
injective object in the category of Banach spaces and linear contract­
ions if and only if for any closed subspace U of any Banach space W, 
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any linear contraction from U to V can be extended to a linear 
contraction from W to V. 
By taking A = С in Th. 4.2.12 we get 
4.2.13 Corollary. Let V be an essential C-module (i.e. V is a Banach 
space and the module multiplication is the scalar multiplication). 
Then V is C-injective if and only if V is an injective object in the 
category of Banach spaces and linear contractions. 
4.2.14 Remark, (i) We know ([25]; 25.5.1) that a Banach space V is an 
injective object in the category of Banach spaces and linear contract­
ions if and only if V is d-isomorphic to a Banach space C(X), where 
X is compact and extremally disconnected. 
(ii) From Grothendieck ([7]; Th. 1) and Cor. 4.2.13 we know that if 
V is an essential (D-module then V* is C-injective if and only if V is 
t-isomorphic to some L (m), m a suitable measure. This V is C-projective 
if and only if m is discrete ([7]; Prop. 2). 
The proof of the next theorem is similar to the proof in the 
'projective' case Th. 4.1.16: 
4.2.15 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. Let V be an essential 
A -module. Then V is in a natural way an A-module and V is A -injective 
u ' u •' 
if and only if V is A-injective. 
We now show that every Banach module has an injective envelope. The 
proof is deduced from D.Garling [5], who proved that every Banach 
space has an injective envelope. 
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4.2.16 Definitions. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be a left 
(right) A-module. 
A pair (I,U) is said to be an injective envelope of V if I is an 
isometric Α-multiplier from V into the A-injective left (right) module 
U and if there is no A-injective proper submodule of U containing I(V). 
A pair (I,U) is said to be an essential extension of V if I is an 
isometric Α-multiplier from V into the left (right) A-module U such 
that the following is true, whenever Τ is an Α-multiplier from U into 
a left (right) A-module W such that | |τ| | <_ 1 and TI is an isometry, 
then Τ is an isometry. 
4.2.17 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be an A-module. 
If (I,U) is an essential extension of V and if U is A-injective then 
(I,U) is an injective envelope of V. 
Proof. Suppose there is an A-injective submodule U of U. Then there 
is an Α-multiplier Ρ from U to U such that P(u ) = u for u £ U and r
 о о' о о о 
||Р| | <_ 1. But (I,U) is an essential extension of V, hence Ρ is an 
isometry and so U = U. ° 
' о 
4.2.18 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra. 
Every A-module has an injective envelope. 
Proof. Let V be an A-module. By 4.2.8 there exist an injective A-module 
W and an isometric Α-multiplier i from V into W. Let X denote the 
collection of submodules D of W which contain i(V) and such that (i,D) 
is an essential extension of V. X may be partially ordered by inclusion. 
If (C.) is a chain in X. then the closure of UC. is an element of X. 
Thus, Zorn's lemma ensures that X possesses maximal elements. We shall 
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show that any such maximal element U is A-injertive, so that (i,U) is 
an injective envelope of V by Th. 4.2.17. By Th. 4.2.4 it is sufficient 
to show that U is a retract of W. Let S denote the collection of 
seminorms s on W satisfying: 
( i ) s ( i ( v ) ) = | | v [ | f o r a l l v C V , 
( i i ) s(w) <_ I |w| | for a l l we W, 
Ciii) sCaw) <_ ||a||sCw) for all aeA, weW. 
An application of Zorn's lemma shows that under the natural ordering 
S has at least one minimal element s . Let R be the submodule of W of 
о 
elements w e W such that s (w) = 0 and let q be the quotient mapping of 
W into the completion К of the quotient space (W/R,s ). q is clearly 
an Α-multiplier and ||q|| £_ 1 because s (q(w)) = s (w + R) <^  s (w) <_ 
||w|| for all w£W. qi is an isometric A-multiplier, because s (qi(v)) 
= s Щ ) + R) = inf {s (i Cv) + r):reR}>_inf {s Ci (ν)) - s Cr):reR} = 
s (i(v)) = ||v|| for all veV. Therefore the restriction of q to U 
is an isometric A-multiplier from U to К, since Ci.U) is an essential 
extension of V. Since W is A-injective, there is an A-multiplier h 
from К to W such that (hq) (u) = u for all u e U and | |h| | <_ 1. Let L 
denote the closure of h(K) in W. Assertion, (i,L) is an essential 
extension of V: 
Suppose that f is any A-multiplier from L into an A-module Y such that 
fi is an isometry and ||f|| <_ 1. Define sCw) = | | (fhq) (w) ] | for all 
w€W. Then s e s and s < s ; the minimality of s implies that s = s . 
— о' ' о
 г
 о 
Hence f is an isometry because ||f(hq(w))|| = s (w) >_ s (q(w)) >_ 
| |hq(w) | | for all weW. Thus (i,L) is an essential extension of V. 
But L3h(K)3U, and U is maximal, so that h CK) = U. Since hq is an 
A-multiplier from W to U, (hq) (u) = u, for all u e U , and ||hq|| <^  1, 
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U is a retract of W. Hence U is A-injective and so (i,U) is an injective 
envelope of V. 0 
From the preceding proof and Th. 4.2.17 it follows: 
4.2.19 Corollary. Let A be a Banach algebra, let U and V be A-modules 
and let I be an isometric A-multiplier from V to U. Then (1,11) is an 
injective envelope of V if and only if U is A-injective and (I,U) is 
an essential extension of V. 
We now show the uniqueness of the injective envelope. 
4.2.20 Theorem. Let A be a Banach algebra and let V be an A-module. 
If (1,11) and (J,W) are injective envelopes of V, then there is an 
Α-isomorphism E from U to W such that EI = J. 
Proof. W is A-injective, so there exists an A-multiplier E from U to 
W such that EI = J and ||E|| <_ 1. (I,U) is an essential extension 
of V so E is an isometry. E(U) is an injective A-module and J(V)c 
EfU)cW. (J,W) is an injective envelope of V so E(U) = W; i.e., E is 
a surjection. 
4.3 Injective and Projective L.(G)-modules 
In this section G is an arbitrary locally compact group. All the 
module multiplications are denoted by *. Let q be a fixed continuous 
character of G. 
4.Z.1 Theorem. Œ is L.(G)-projective if and only if G is compact. 
Proof. There is an L (G)-supermorphism S from L.(G) to I namely 
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S(f) = J^fqdX for all f e L ^ G ) . 
If G is non-compact then there is no isometric L.(G)-multiplier from 
С to L (G). Thus by Th. 4.1.19 (C is not L(G)-projective. 
Now assume G is compact. Then the map I defined by 1(a) = (aq.O), 
a€([ , is an isometric L. (G)-multiplier from С to L. (G) . The map Ρ 
defined by P(f,aO = ./^ fqdX + a, (f ,α) € L (G) , is an L (G) -multiplier 
from L.(G) to С . Moreover 1ІРІI = 1 and PI = id_ . Hence Œ is a 
1 u q С q 
retract of ^ ( G ^ . Ц (G) is І^ (G)-projective (Cor. 4.1.17) thus С 
is L. (G)-projective. 0 
4.3.2 Theorem. Œ is L. (G)-injective if and only if G is amenable. 
Proof. Assume G is amenable. Let I be an isometric L.(G)-multiplier 
from С into an L,(G)-module V. Let v, = 1(1). Then v, e V and 
q 1 1 1 q 
||v.|| = 1. By the Hahn-Banach Theorem there exists Ρ e (V )* such that 
4 
||P|| = 1 and P(v ) = 1. It follows from Th. 3.3.20 that there exists 
S E (V*) such that ||S| | = 1 and S(v ) = 1. Thus SI = id . Hence 
q
 q 
С is L (G)-injective (See Th. 4.2.9). 
Now assume С is L.(G)-injective. Let I be the isometric L. (G)-multi­
plier from С to L^fG) defined by 1(a) = aq, a €C . С is L.fGi-in-
jective, so there exists an L.(G)-multiplier Ρ from L^fG) to С such 
that ||P|| = 1 and P(q) = 1. Define M(h) = P(hq), for all heL œ(G). 
Then Μ E L^(G)*, M(l) = 1 and | |м| | <_ 1. Moreover if feL-fG) and 
he LJG) then M(f*h) = P((f*h)q) = P(fq*hq) = (/GfqqdX)P(hq) = 
(/_fdX)M(h). By Def. 3.3.18 G is amenable. β 
υ 
However for any G the trivial L (G)-module Œ is not L.(G)-injective: 
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4.3.3 Theorem. Let V be a trivial L. (G)-module, i.e. f*v = 0, for all 
f eLjCG), veV. If V ¡ί {0}, then V is not L (G)-injective. 
Proof. Suppose that V ¡έ {0}. Let W be the vector space V χ V. W is an 
L1(G)-module if we define ||(x.y) || = max {||x||,]|x + y||}, for all 
(x,y)ew, and f*(x,y) = ((/GfdX)x,0), for all f e L (G), (x,y)€W. The 
map I from V into W defined by I(v) = (0,v) is an isometric L. (G)-multi-
plier. If Ρ is an Lj [G)-multiplier from W to V such that PI = id.. then 
Р(х»У) = У for all (x.y) eW. But ||p|| > 1, because 
sup {| |y| | : all (x,y) eW with | |(x,y) | | = 1} = 2. Hence by Th. 4.2.9 
V is not L.(G)-injective. 0 
From Th. 4.2.2 it follows: 
4.3.4 Corollary. Let V be a trivial L.(G)-module. If V ¿ {0}, then 
V is not L.(G)-projective. 
4.3.5 Theorem. Let V be an L. (G) -injective module. 
Then V/V is LjCG)-injective. 
Proof. V is L (G)-injective, so there exists an L. (G)-multiplier Τ from 
V/V to V such that T(v + V ) = ν for all vç V and | |τ| | <_ 1. 
(See Th. 2.1.10). Let W be an Lj(G)-module and let I be an isometric 
L.(G)-multiplier from V/V to W. V is L.(G)-injective, so there is an 
L.(G)-multiplier S from W to V such that ||s|| = ||τ|| and SI = T. 
Let Q be the quotient map from V to V/V . Let Ρ = QS. Then Ρ is an 
L. (G) -multiplier from W to V/V . We show that PI = id,.,.. . If veV 
then (PI)(v + V
o
) = (QSI)(v + V
o
) = (QT) (v + V
o
) = (T(v + V
o
)) + V
o
 = 
ν + V , since for f € Ln (G), f* (Τ (ν + V ) - ν) = T(f*v + V ) - f*v = 
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= f*v - f*v = 0. 
Moreover ||P|| <_ 1. By Th. 4.2.9 V/V is L (G)-injective. 0 
Now we may ask for the L (G)-injective envelope of С . From 
Cor. 4.2.3 and Cor. 4.2.11 we know that L,(Gì * and L (GÌ are 
L. (G)-injective (obviously the L. (G) -module V is L. (G^-projective if 
and only if V is L (G) -projective, and V is L. (G)-injective if and 
only if V is L.(G)-injective.). An easy computation shows that the 
right L.(G)-module L.(G) * is the direct product of the Banach spaces 
L^G) and С with module multiplication f*(h,a) = (f '*h,S hfdX), for all 
feL (G) , heL^fG), aeC. Let ^(G) * С denote the right L (G) -module 
L (G) *. Let I be the map defined by 1(a) = (0,a) from С into 
L^fG) * (Г. Then I is an isometric L. (G)-multiplier. Using this we have: 
4.1.6 Theorem. (I.L^fG) χ С) is the L. (G)-injective envelope of I . 
Proof. Let U be an L1(G)-injective submodule of L^CG) * С containing 
1(1 Ί. Then there exists submodule V of L (Gì such that U· = V * Œ, v
 о
 ш
 о 
i.e. U is the direct product of the Banach spaces V and Œ with module 
multiplication f*(v,a) = (f'»v.^vfdX) for all feL^G), vÊV, aCC. 
Moreover there exists an A-multiplier Ρ from L^ÍG) * С to V * С such 
that ||P|| =1 and Р(Ь,о) = (h,α), for all hev, a€C. Now let h be 
some fixed non-zero element of L^ÍG) . Then there exist h. £V and 
a, € Œ such that P(h,0) = (h, ,α, ) and so P(h,a) = (h, , a, + a) for all 
η I n i n 
абИ. Suppose α, φ 0. Let η €N such that (η-1)(ο,| < 2||h|| f.n|a. |. 
Let α=(η-1)α,. Then 2||h|| in|a | <_ max {||h. ||, n|a, |} = ||P(h,a)|| <_ 
max {| |h| |, |a|}< 2| |h| | . Therefore ah = 0. If f CL^G) and абС then 
(fl*h1> /ghjfdX) = Mhj.a) = f*P(h,a) = Pif^h, /GhfdX) = 
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= ((f'hjj, ;GhfdX). Hence for all £ е ц ( С ) we have fçM^àX = ƒ hfdX. 
Thus hj = h, V = L^CG) and Uo = L^CG) * C. 
An L.(G)-module is in a natural way an essential d-module. It follows 
from Th. 4.3.3 exist C-injective L. (G)-modules which are not Ц(С)-іп-
jective. However we do have the following: 
4.3.7 Theorem. Every L.(G)-injective L.(G)-module is C-injective. 
Proof. Suppose V is an L. (G)-injective L.. (G) -module. Let X and Y 
be Banach spaces, let I be an isometry from X to Y and let Τ be a 
continuous linear map from X to V. We make a map R from Y to V such 
that RI = Τ and ||R|| = ||Τ||. From Th. 4.2.8 it follows that there 
exist a set J and an isometric L.(G)-multiplier E from V into 
BCJ.LjCG) * ) . V is L.(G)-injective, hence there exists an L. (G)-multi­
plier Ρ from BGJ.LjCG^*) to V such that PE = id and ||P|| < 1. 
L Ä ( G ) (see 4.2.14 (U)) and Œ are C-injective. Thus L (G) * and 
B(J,L1(G)u*) are C-injective (Th. 4.2.5). Hence there exists a 
continuous linear map Q from Y to B(J,L1(G) *) such that QI = ET and 
||Q|| = |[ET] | . R = PQ has the desired property, because R is a 
continuous linear map from Y to V, RI = PQI = PET = Τ 
and | |T| | = | |RI| | <_ I |R| I = I |PQ| I 1 I IQ] I =| IET] | < | |T| | . Thus 
V is C-injective. " 
From Th. 4.2.2, 4.2.14 and Th. 4.3.7 it follows: 
4.3.8 Corollary. Every Ц(G)-injective Ц(G)-module is C-isomorphic 
to a space C(X), X being an extremally disconnected compact space. 
Every L.(G)-projective L.(G)-module is C-isomorphic to a space L.(m), 
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m a suitable measure. 
From Cor. 4.3.8 it follows: 
4. Ζ. 9 Corollary. Every reflexive L (G) -infective Ц(С)-тос1и1е is finite-
dimensional. Also, every reflexive L.(G)-projective L.(G)-module is 
finite-dimensional. 
4.3.10 Theorem. Let G be an infinite locally compact group. Then L (G), 
1 <_ ρ < », M (G) ,C (G) and С CG) are not L (G)-injective. 
(I.L^CG)) is the L (G)-injective envelope of С (G) and of С (G), 
I being the embedding of С (G) and of С CG) in L (G), respectively. 
Proof. L (G), 1 < ρ < », is not L (G)-injective because L (G) is a 
reflexive Banach space but not finite-dimensional. 
If G is not discrete, then L CG) is not L (G)-injective, because there 
2 
is no L CG)-multiplier Ρ from M(G) onto L (G) such that Ρ = P. 
M(G) is not L.CG)-injective, because M(G) is not C-isomorphic to any 
C(X), X compact. To see this, consider the extremal points of the closed 
unit balls and remark that the distance of two linearly independent 
extremal points of the closed unit ball of MfG) is always 2. 
We now show that (I.L^CG)) is the L.(G)-injective envelope of С (G). 
Let e be the unit element of G. Suppose there is an L1CG)-injective 
submodule U of Lœ(G) containing С (G). Then there exists an L.CG)-multi-
plier Ρ from L^G) onto U such that Ρ = Ρ and | |p| | = 1. 
P€ HomL(Lci;p(G),Lœ(G)), so there exists Те С CG)* (see Th. 3.2.3) such 
that ||Т|| = 1 and /GP(h)fdX = TCfUh), for all h e L ^ G ) , feLjCG). If 
we prove that T(k) = k(e), for all ke С ГС) then /„P(h)fdX = Tei1*!») = 
(f'*h)(e) = J^hfdX, for all h e L J G ) , f GL (G). Thus P(h) = h for all 
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he LJG), and U = Lœ(G) . 
(i) If j6Co(G) then there are f e 1^(0) and heC^G) such that 
j = f'th so TCJ) = TCf^h) = /GP(h)fdX = ^ hfdX = (f ' *h) (e) = j (e) . 
(ii) Let kec (G) such that к ^  0 and ||k|| = k(e). Let j ^ C ÍG) 
such that j.Ce) = -2 and | | j. + 11 I =1. Then |T(k) -2k(e) | = 
|T(k + kj^l 1 ||k + kjjl^ 1 ||k|| = к (e). Moreover |TCk) | < ||k|| = 
kCe), so TCk) = k(e). 
( i i i ) Let keC (G) such that к > 0. Choose j . e c (Gj such that 
v. J r u — J 2 o 
j 2 ( e ) = 1 and 0 ι j 2 <_ 1. Let j 3 = (2| |k | | + k(e) - k ) j 2 . Then 
J 3 eC o (G) and j j 1 0. If seG then jjCe) + kCe) = 2| | : : | | + k(e) = 
2| |k | | + kCe) - kCs) + kCs) > (21 |k | | + k(e) - k(s))J2Cs) + kCs) = 
J3(s) + k(s). By step (ii) we have T(j3 + k) = jjCe) + k(e). Therefore 
T(k) = k(e). 
(iv) Let keC CG). Then к is a finite sum of positive elements of 
С (G), so TCk) = k(e). It follows that if I is the embedding of С (G) 
in Lœ(G) then (I.L^CG)) is the L.. (G)-injective envelope of С CG) and so 
obviously of С (G). 
/
 ru
 J 
4.3.Π Theorem, (i) Let G be an infinite locally compact group. Then 
L (G), 1 < ρ <_ », С CG) and С (G) are not L (G)-projective. 
(ii) M(G) and L.(G) are L (G)-projective if and only if G is discrete. 
Proof, (i) Ч э ^ * 1 * Ρ * "» is not L. (G)-projective because it is an 
infinite-dimensional reflexive Banach space. L (G),C CG)and С (G) are 
not L1 CG)-projective because their dual spaces are not isometrically 
isomorphic to any C(X), X being compact. To see this,use the same 
arguments as in the preceding theorem. 
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(ii) Now consider L.CG) and M(G). If G is discrete, then the Banach 
algebra L (G) has a unit element, so L. (G) and M(G) are Ц (G)-project­
ive. Now suppose G is non-discrete. By Th. 4.1.4 there exist a set J, 
J = {j e L (G) : | | j | | = 1), and an L (G) -supermorphism S from ЦЛ.ЦСС) ) 
to L (G) , defined by S(q) = Σ qCj)*j. Assume L,(.G) is L. (G)-projective. 
J 
Then LjCG) is Lj (G) -projective (Th. 4.1.16), so by Th. 4.1.19 there 
exists an isometric Ц CG) -multiplier I from L. CG) to L(J,L..(G) ) such 
that SI = id . For jGJ, let P. be the projection of LCJ.L.CG) ) 
onto L-CG) . Then P.I is an L (G)-multiplier from L (G) to L (G), 
so there is an p.eM(G) such that (P,I)Cf) = f*u., for all f€L (G). 
If feL.CG), then f = SCIf) = Σ C(If)J)*J = Σ (f*u.)*j and 
J J ] 
||f|| = ||lf|| = Σ ||f*|j.||. Let (e.) be an approximate identity 
for L. CG) and let J be a finite subset of J. Then Σ Ι Ι μ.I I = 
1 ο τ J 
Σ l i m , Ι | β , * μ . I I = l i m , Σ | | e . * u . | | < 1. d d j 1 ' d j ι > (j j ι ι — 
..Ο ι ι . Μ „ Ο ι , . ι 
Hence Σ | | u . * j | | <_ Σ | ¡ y - | | f . 1 . 
J •, J J 
Therefore, there exists geL (G) such that g = Σ u.*j and so 
J 1 
f = Σ f*(p.*j) = f*g for all f € L, (G) . 
J 1 
However, this contradicts the assumption that G is non-discrete. 
Hence L.(G) is not L.CG)-projective. 
A similar proof is valid for M(G). 0 
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SAMENVATTING 
In dit proefschrift beschouwen we Banach-ruimten die tevens modulen 
over Banach-algebra's zijn. Voor een lokaal kompakte groep G zijn 
L (G), M(G) en С (G), die door konvolutie Banach-modulen over L.(G) 
worden, onze standaard voorbeelden. 
In Hoofdstuk 1 geven we de definitie, de konstruktie en enkele 
eigenschappen van het tensorprodukt van Banach-modulen, in navolging 
van M.Rieffel [18]. Verder bestuderen we in dit hoofdstuk het tensor-
product van moduulhomomorfismen. 
Omdat we geïnteresseerd zijn in de groep-algebra, L.fG), van een 
lokaal kompakte groep, bestuderen we in Hoofdstuk 2 Banach-modulen 
over Banach-algebra's met een benaderende eenheid. 
In Hoofdstuk 3 behandelen we L.(G)-modulen. We vergelijken eerst 
moduulhomomorfismen met translatie-invariante afbeeldingen. Verder 
zullen we in dit hoofdstuk zien wat de stellingen uit de vooraf-
gaande hoofdstukken voor de groep-algebra betekenen. 
Hoofdstuk 4 is gewijd aan vrije, projektieve en injectieve Banach-
modulen. Voor de Banach-algebra C, zijn dit precies de definities 
van vrije, projektieve en injektieve Banach-ruimten, zoals 
gedefinieerd door Semadeni in [25]. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
Een metrische ruimte E van n+1 punten, η >_ 3, noemen we Euclidisch als 
E isometrisch kan worden ingehed in R , zodanig dat E niet m een 
hypervlak van R wordt afgeheeld. 
Bewering: als elk viertal punten van een eindige metrische ruimte 
Euclidisch is, dan is de hele ruimte Euclidisch. 
II 
CD £ 
Δ is de open eenheidsschijf in C. Zij ζ ->• Ъ Ζ a. ζ , ζ € Δ , een 
i=1 1 
univalente funktie van Δ naar Δ waarbij a. e C, a. = 1 en 0 < Ъ <_ 1 . 
Dan geldt 
3|a3 - Ц 2 + ъ12|2 1 1 - | Ц + Ъ^ I2. 
Ill 
Zij G een groep met 128 elementen. Indien het centrum van G meer dan 
2 elementen bevat, dan is de commutatorgroep van G abels. 
IV 
De drukfouten in het bewijs van Theorem 2, Chapter 9, in de engels-
talige uitgave van tl] kunnen niet verhelen dat het bewijs ook in deze 
uitgave onjuist is. 
tl] C.Berge, Graphes et Hypergraphes (Paris, 1970). 
C.Berge, Graphs and Hypergraphs (Amsterdam-London, 1973). 
ν 
Zij Χ een Hausdorffruimte en zij Ω een kollektie kompakte deelver­
zamelingen van X. De volgende voorwaarden zijn equivalent: 
(i) Voor iedere begrensde Radon-maat μ op X geldt 
inf{y(K): К e iï> = 0 
(ii) Er bestaat een aftelbare deelverzameling {K : η € N} van Ω 
η 
en een niet-negatieve maat ν op N zodanig dat v(N) = » en 
Π U К = 0. 
{ЛсК: (ЛС)<і} П Е Л П 
VI 
De ethervervuiling vanuit Hilversum voor en tijdens de carnavalsdagen, 
doet afbreuk aan de authentieke Limburgse kuituur. 
Nijmegen, 8 november IÇT'* Α.W.M.Graven 


